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Abstract
The curse of dimensionality is a major problem in the fields of machine learning, data
mining and knowledge discovery. Exhaustive search for the most optimal subset of rel-
evant features from a high dimensional dataset is NP hard. Sub–optimal population
based stochastic algorithms such as GP and GA are good choices for searching through
large search spaces, and are usually more feasible than exhaustive and determinis-
tic search algorithms. On the other hand, population based stochastic algorithms
often suffer from pre–mature convergence on mediocre sub–optimal solutions. The
Age Layered Population Structure (ALPS) is a novel meta–heuristic for overcoming
the problem of premature convergence in evolutionary algorithms, and for improving
search in the fitness landscape. The ALPS paradigm uses an age–measure to control
breeding and competition between individuals in the population. This thesis uses a
modification of the ALPS GP strategy called Feature Selection ALPS (FSALPS) for
feature subset selection and classification of varied supervised learning tasks. FSALPS
uses a novel frequency count system to rank features in the GP population based on
evolved feature frequencies. The ranked features are translated into probabilities,
which are used to control evolutionary processes such as terminal–symbol selection
for the construction of GP trees/sub-trees. The FSALPS meta–heuristic continuously
refines the feature subset selection process whiles simultaneously evolving efficient
classifiers through a non–converging evolutionary process that favors selection of fea-
tures with high discrimination of class labels. We investigated and compared the
performance of canonical GP, ALPS and FSALPS on high–dimensional benchmark
classification datasets, including a hyperspectral image. Using Tukey’s HSD ANOVA
test at a 95% confidence interval, ALPS and FSALPS dominated canonical GP in
evolving smaller but efficient trees with less bloat expressions. FSALPS significantly
outperformed canonical GP and ALPS and some reported feature selection strategies
in related literature on dimensionality reduction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is a branch of artificial intelligence that deals with auto-
matic induction of knowledge from data [54]. The 21st century has seen an exponen-
tial growth[50] of high–dimensional data in bioinformatics, web/text data, biology,
medicine, finance etc., necessitating the use of ML techniques such as GP and GA
for data analysis. The pervasive nature of high dimensional data challenges present
techniques used in data mining, pattern recognition and information filtering. Model
construction in ML is used to induce hypotheses that can be learned from data. A
hypothesis is a function that predicts classes from input features[50] and is referred
to here as a classifier. High dimensional problems have large hypothesis space that
usually results in an increased difficulty in selecting the most efficient hypothesis.
Classification is one of the major tasks in data mining, and has to do with the use of
features or attributes to predict class labels (outputs or targets)[63]. In [9], a feature
is defined as “an independent measurable property of a process been observed”. In
ML, features are used to generate models for classification. The number of features
considered for a given problem has a direct bearing on the hypothesis space [54]. A
linear growth in the number of features results in an exponential grow in the hypothe-
sis space therefore a reduced feature vector reduces the hypothesis space and increases
the chance of discovering the most appropriate hypothesis. Feature selection (FS) is
used to reduce the dimensionality of a given dataset. According to [61], relevant fea-
ture subset selection for a learning systems improve understanding of the data, leads
to the design of better classifier models, eliminate irrelevant data with benefits such
as enhanced data visualization, reduced computational cost for constructing learning
models and improve generalization of constructed models. Feature extraction (FE)
on the other hand, deals with the discovery of composite features from an original
feature vector that are more representative of the dataset. The newly discovered fea-
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tures (linear or non-linear combination of the original features) should score a higher
prediction rate of the class labels. FS and FE are key preprocessing steps in machine
learning.
Given that GP has a dynamic expressive ability, it can be guided using a fitness
function to represent solutions for different problem domains. A GP classifier is
an evolved GP expression that measures how a selected subset of features from the
original feature vectors predicts the class label(s) for some data instances.
Evolutionary algorithms often converge on suboptimal solutions, as is the case for
most stochastic algorithms. The problem of finding and optimal set of feature vectors
out of an original set is NP complete [50, 9]. Feature reduction to a set of relevant
features directly benefits machine–learning algorithms.
The age layered population structure (ALPS) strategy is used to overcome the
problem of premature convergence in algorithms with elements of randomness in
them. In ALPS, the regular introduction of new individuals into the population
results in an evolutionary algorithm that is almost never converged but constantly
exploring different parts of the fitness landscape [29] with an increased chance of
landing on a global optimum solution. A number of published works have recorded
the benefit of the ALPS system [29, 30, 59].
This research presents feature selection and ALPS (FSALPS) as a novel GP sys-
tem that relies on the ALPS strategy to perform directed feature selection. FSALPS
seeks to advance GPs ability to perform automatic feature selection by integrating
knowledge of feature selection in the ALPS layers to control generation of new in-
dividuals and genetic operations. In FSALPS, features with high discrimination of
class labels are favored without forcing the EA system in premature convergence or
limiting the ability of the EA system to explore relevant parts of the fitness landscape.
1.1 Goals and Motivation
The success of ML in database and knowledge discovery (DKD) tasks is largely de-
pendent on the number of features or attributes considered for a problem[9]. An
inefficient selection of input data will limit performance of machine learning tasks
while a carefully selected data will significantly improve performance and enhance
accuracy of prediction models. This explains why the number of variables consid-
ered for a learning system affects the extent to which meaningful knowledge can be
discovered. Most real world problems have huge volumes of data with noisy vari-
ables (objectives). High dimensional data increases the hypothesis space, reduces the
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classification accuracy of model construction algorithms and introduces the curse of
dimensionality [50]. This can be overcome by applying preprocessing techniques in
machine learning such as feature selection or feature extraction. The selective re-
finement of feature variables involves elimination of noisy variables leaving a set of
relevant variables that have significant impact on the measured process. An n feature
vector problem has an exponential solution space of 2n. A reduction of the original
feature vector by k reduces the solution space to 2n/2k. A reduced feature set to
relevant feature values leads to improved prediction accuracy and better tractability
for large dimensional datasets. Reducing curse of dimensionality for DKD problems
to computationally feasible problems open a new door to the discovery of meaningful
knowledge from such datasets. This will advance ML in most research areas and
could easily lead to potential breakthroughs in many application fields.
Population based heuristic search algorithms such as GA and GP have been used
in classification problems in feature selection and construction. Due to its represen-
tational superiority, GP is able to perform automatic feature selection while evolving
a classifier. The evolutionary process favors GP tree expression that select a sub-
set of feature variables (terminal symbols) that maximize the prediction accuracy of
the classifier. The feature selection ability of GP is directly challenged by possible
occurrence of bloat expressions in evolved individuals. Features in bloat expressions
increase the overall score of frequency count of such features and might be misleading
towards measuring feature relevance. Bloat expressions in canonical GP multiply as
individual solutions increase in size due to genetic operations with a corresponding
increase in space requirements as well as initialization and evaluation time.
We propose a novel evolutionary feature selection and classification strategy that
uses the ALPS algorithm to evolve a classifier and perform feature subset selection
with high classification accuracy. The approach is achieved by using ALPS to over-
come the problem of premature convergence in canonical GP and simultaneously
evolve feature subsets with high discrimination of class labels. Our proposed FSALPS
strategy performs feature selection using ALPS GP towards dimensionality reduction.
FSALPS uses a novel frequency–based feature–ranking system that will be used to
control domain specific genetic operations and to determine probability of feature
assignment to new randomly created individuals. The proposed meta–heuristic will
be tested on high dimensional benchmark datasets and compared to canonical GP,
ALPS GP and other statistical strategies used in classification, feature selection and
construction. Combining ALPS search power with GPs dynamic tree encoding to
perform feature subset selection will lead to a significant improvement in aspects
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of classification problems involving high dimensional datasets. We will show that
FSALPS GP significantly reduces the number of features whiles maintaining or im-
proving classification accuracy. We will simultaneously exploit GPs default encoding
for the construction of a classifier system to measure performance of the selected fea-
ture subset. This will effectively reduce the computational effort needed to design a
classifier system as compared to other feature selection strategies that rely on external
classifiers.
1.2 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 reviews relevant background information on topics such as classification,
feature selection, heuristic and population based algorithms, genetic programming
and the ALPS strategy. We will continue with a literature review of related research
in feature selection in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 builds on the ALPS algorithm by intro-
ducing a feature selection paradigm named FSALPS. In Chapter 5, we will discuss
and compare the performance of canonical GP, ALPS GP and FSALPS strategy on
feature selection and classifier construction using multiple ML datasets. We will also
examine a high dimensional hyperspectral data to provide further evidence of the fea-
ture selection ability of FSALPS in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, FSALPS is compared
to related works. Concluding remarks and future research is presented in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
In the fields of pattern recognition, data mining and knowledge discovery, feature re-
duction influences the quality of learning models constructed from high dimensional
data. Feature selection eliminates features that offer little or no contribution to the
class label. For instance, a demographic data that is to be used to predict the occur-
rence of a particular disease within a population may contain features or attributes
that are irrelevant to the disease condition. The removal of such irrelevant or noisy
attributes will enhance performance of learning models and significantly reduce the
hypothesis space needed for model construction. Feature selection has been used
as a pre–processing technique for function approximation, classification and cluster-
ing, using learning systems designed in neural networks[8], regression models[10] and
decision trees[16]. A number of classification algorithms have been used in feature
selection and feature construction.
In this thesis, we will compare existing and new evolutionary techniques for feature
selection and classification on supervised learning tasks. A number of methods have
been developed for feature selection or variable elimination and are broadly classified
into filter, wrapper and embedded methods[50]. Feature reduction as studied in
machine learning can be broadly classified into two main problem domains –supervised
and unsupervised learning.
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2.2 Classification
Classification is a major task in supervised machine learning [54] and has been applied
to a wide range of problems such as credit scoring, bankruptcy prediction, medical
diagnosis, pattern recognition, text categorization, and software quality assessment.
[20]. The goal of classification is to accurately predict discrete class labels using
predictor values or feature variables. Prediction rules are applied to pre–classified
training examples such that the rule with the highest prediction accuracy with the
ability to generalize other unseen test examples is preferred. Classification data could
be as simple as in binary classification, where the target values to be predicted are
two e.g. high credit rating or low credit rating, or diabetic or non–diabetic. It could
also be as complex as multi class classification involving identification of numerous
class labels as seen in multiple target identification problems. In [57] an example of
multi classification is given as case where a loan applicant could fall within any of the
following credit ratings: low, medium, or high credit risks. The credit rating for each
client will be treated as the target while the other attributes (e.g. home ownership
or rental and/or location of apartment/building, number of years of rent, type of
employment, investments, borrowing records etc.) will be treated as the predictors
[or features]. Given the above problem, a classification algorithm uses a pre–classified
training example to generate a highly generalizable rule to relate most/all features
to the respective credit rating. Learning algorithms such as decision tree learning
algorithm, Support Vector Machines, Neural Network, k–NN, Naive Bayes, General-
ized Linear Models and Support Vector Machine (using linear and Gaussian kernel
functions), GP and GA have been used as classifiers in various classification tasks
[20, 54, 57].
2.2.1 Unsupervised Learning
In unsupervised learning, the data instances have no distinction of types based on
input and output variables [50]. Since there is no known output, unsupervised learning
excludes training. The goal, therefore, is to discover intrinsic relations or group data
instances based on naturally existing affinities between attributes [50]. Clustering
and association discovery are examples of unsupervised learning.
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2.2.2 Supervised Learning
In supervised learning, features (attributes) are distinctively categorized into depen-
dent (output) and independent (input) variables [50]. The dependent variables (class
variables) are to be predicted from the independent variables by training the predic-
tion algorithm (or classifier) on the data instances. Regression and classification are
the two main categorizations of supervised learning. In regression there are contin-
uous–valued output to be predicted whilst in classification, the output values to be
predicted are discrete.
2.3 Feature Selection and Feature Extraction
In [9], a feature is defined as “an independent measurable property of a process been
observed”Noisy attributes in data increase the complexity of the learning space and
reduce performance of learning algorithms with corresponding high computational
requirement in data analysis and machine learning. Feature selection is the process
of refining input data by removing irrelevant and/or redundant features[50]. Feature
selection deals with selection of a subset of relevant features (variables) from an input
data. Feature selection does not produce new features – all selected features are
subsets of the original feature vector.
For a data set D containing m features, a feature selection algorithm selects a
subset of n features by eliminating irrelevant and redundant features such that it
improves or retains the prediction accuracy of the classifier algorithm. In [15], feature
selection problem is defined as: given the original feature vector of Y (Equation 2.1)
and a training set L, invent a representation X (see Equation 2.2) derived from Y
that maximizes some criterion J(X) (see equation 2.3) and is at least as good as Y
with respect to that criterion.
Y = {yi|i = 1, ..., D} (2.1)
X = {xi|i = 1, ..., d; xi ∈ Y }d≤D (2.2)
J(Xopt) = maxX⊆Y,|X|=dJ(X) (2.3)
The criterion J(X) is a model or classifier which is used to measure the predictive
accuracy of the selected feature subset X. Feature selection algorithms are compared
based on performance criteria such as simplicity, stability, number of reduced features,
classification accuracy, information gain, storage and computational requirements. In
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[9, 20] a number of feature–selection algorithms have been compared on some high
dimensional benchmark datasets covering various application areas such as biology,
medicine, finance, law, bioinformatics and engineering.
Feature extraction involves the discovery of interesting hidden relationships be-
tween original feature vectors. The newly constructed features are linear or non–linear
combinations of existing features. The newly formed composite features are fewer,
clearer, easy to visualize, more representative of the problem and much more efficient
for model extraction. As an example, when estimating the cost of life insurance, an
insurance company will like to factor vulnerability of a person to some major disease
factors. Attributes such as the height or weight of an applicant could be readily avail-
able to the insurance firm. However those attributes in themselves do not necessarily
measure any major health risk. On the other hand, an implicit derivation such as the
weight to height ratio is crucial to some health risk factors such as obesity –making
the new composite feature more valuable than the original features. Even though this
attribute will not be explicitly available, the formulation of such key relations between
existing attributes is more meaningful to the insurance company for potential health
risks.
EAs can be used for the automatic construction of linear/non–linear combinations
of features to form a smaller subset of features with improved predictability. GP
construct new features by using its tree structure encoding of terminal and function
sets to form a linear or non–linear relationship between the original or other composite
features. When using GP for feature extraction, the value at the root node of an
evaluated GP expression is considered as a new feature. This feature is an implicit
derivation from the original feature vectors. Thus, an evaluated GP tree reveals a
complex or simple relationship between existing feature vectors making the GP tree
a composite feature. The newly created composite features can be used separately
or combined with the primitive attributes (original feature vectors) to form a new
feature vector.This unique property of GP makes it a suitable algorithm for data
mining problems.
2.3.1 Filter Method
In the filter method (see Algorithm 1), feature search method and feature subset
selection criterion are independent of the learning algorithm used in the final con-
struction of the classifier [50]. This preprocessing technique ranks features before
applying the classifier [or predictor] to the highly ranked features. Ranking methods
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are applied to an original feature vector to score feature values based on relevance,
which is then used to filter out redundant, irrelevant, and noisy attributes. A criterion
is used to determine the rank of a feature using a suitable ranking criterion to select
those that meet a predetermined threshold. As an example, a credit firm will want
to know key characteristics (or attributes) of clients that determine their credit wor-
thiness. Attribute importance is used to rank each independent feature to produce
a value that measures how strong (predictive significance) an attribute contributes
towards discriminating the credit worthiness (class label) of a client. In determining
feature relevance a unique feature must contain relevant information about the dif-
ferent classes in the data [9]. According to [9, 44], features that have no influence
on the prediction of the class labels are irrelevant and can be discarded. One way of
obtaining feature ranking is by measuring inter–feature correlation. Degree of cor-
related features provide some information on inter–feature dependencies. According
to [9], “when two or more features are strongly correlated, one is enough to describe
the group and the dependent feature provides no extra information for discriminating
the class labels”. A good feature can be independent of the remaining features but
must provide high discrimination for the various class labels. Noisy and redundant
features can degrade accuracy of the learning models leading to poor generalization
or over-fitting. Over–fitting is a case where the learning model performs well on the
training data but poorly on test data. In [9, 52] information gain, minimum de-
scription length, maximum relevance, feature-correlation and mutual information are
listed as other ways to rank features.
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Algorithm 1 Filter Method (from [51])
1: procedure FILTER()
2: Y(F0, F1, ..., Fn−1) B data set D containing n features
3: S0 B initial subset
4: X B invent a representation X that maximizes some criterion J(X)
5: Sbest ← S0 B initialize Sbest
6: µbest ← apply heuristic(S0, Y, J) B apply J to S0
7: while (!TerminationCriteria()) do
8: S ← create subset(Y) B apply a heuristic to create subset
9: µ ← apply heuristic(S,X,J) B gets classification accuracy of S
10: if µ.betterThan(µbest) then
11: µbest ← µ
12: Sbest ← S
13: end if
14: end while
15: µ ← classification accuracy(S,X,J) B gets classification accuracy of S
16: return Sbest
17: end procedure
2.3.2 Wrapper Method
The wrapper method (see Algorithm 2) uses the same learning algorithm used in
constructing the final classifier to evaluate feature subsets. The classifier is “wrapped
around”a feature–subset search algorithm to determine the subset with the highest
predictability to maximize the performance of the classifier.
In a large dimensional data, as N grows exhaustive evaluation of all possible
feature subsets become NP–hard. With an exponential growth in feature subsets,
exhaustive direct search algorithms such as branch and bound require high computa-
tional time and are often intractable as compared to suboptimal search algorithms.
Examples of non-exhaustive algorithms applied in the generation of feature subset are
the sequential selection algorithms and heuristic search algorithms such as GA. The
feature generation process is followed by an external learning algorithm that measures
the performance of a selected subset.
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Algorithm 2 Wrapper Method (from [51])
1: procedure WRAPPER()
2: Y(F0, F1, ..., Fn−1) B data set D containing n features
3: S0 B initial subset
4: X B invent a representation X that maximizes some criterion J(X)
5: Sbest ← S0 B initialize Sbest
6: µbest ← classification accuracy(S0, Y, J) B apply mining algorithm J to S0
7: while (!AccuracyImproved()) do
8: S ← create subset(Y) B apply a heuristic to create subset
9: µ ← classification accuracy(S,X,J) B gets classification accuracy of S
10: if µ.betterThan(µbest) then
11: µbest ← µ
12: Sbest ← S
13: end if
14: end while
15: return Sbest
16: end procedure
Sequential selection algorithms start with an empty or full feature set and iter-
atively add or remove features until a feature subset with maximum classification
accuracy is obtained. In the sequential forward selection (SFS) [9] algorithm, the
subset generation begins with an empty list, and iteratively adds one feature at a
time while choosing the next best feature that yields higher prediction accuracy of
the class labels. Sequential backward selection (SBS) starts with a full list of the
feature vector and iteratively removes features while accepting the elimination that
yields the list change in prediction accuracy of the remaining feature subset. The
interested reader is directed to [9] for other variants of SFS and SBS, such as sequen-
tial floating forward selection, adaptive sequential forward floating selection, adaptive
sequential backward floating selection, and plus-L-minus-R.
In some related works, GA was used for feature generation and decision tree[?],
k-nearest neighbor (KNN)[37] classifier. [53, 39] used simulated annealing algorithm
and a regression based evaluation function for feature subset selection. Alba et all [2]
used a hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO) and GA feature generation and a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The wrapper method is reported to have
better results than the filter approach even though its prone to over-fitting and high
computational requirements [9].
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2.4 Embedded Method
The embedded method[6] integrates the feature generation strategy and the classi-
fication of the quality of the selected subset into the learning algorithm, thus the
link established between feature selection and classification is stronger than in the
wrapper method [22]. This leads to a combination of the advantages of filter and
wrapper based methods with a reduced computational time [9, 22]. The implicit
feature generation built into learning algorithms such as decision tree induction algo-
rithms makes CART, ID3 and C4.5 embedded learning methods[41]. By extension,
the GP representation based on decision tree induction algorithm also qualifies as an
embedded method.
2.5 Evolutionary Algorithms
Heuristic search algorithms include sub–optimal algorithms such as genetic algo-
rithms, genetic programming, particle swarm optimization, ant algorithms, and simu-
lated annealing. The taxonomy of feature selection algorithms is shown in Figure 2.1.
Evolutionary Algorithms such as GA and GP borrow principles of natural selection
and survival of the fittest from Darwinian theory of evolution to breed a population
of feasible individuals using genetic operations such as crossover and mutation. EAs
perform parallel evaluation of possible solution sets in the search space by using an
objective function that drives the entire search process towards the global optimum.
From Algorithm 3, suboptimal population based EAs have the following general char-
acteristics:
(a) The use of a population of individuals (see line 2 of Algorithm 3), which repre-
sent a complete or partial solution of the optimization problem. Each solution
is defined to meet some predetermined constraints.
(b) A keep–alive evolution process ((see line 4 − 8 of Algorithm 3)) that breeds
new offsprings to replace existing parents until termination criteria is reached.
New offsprings are created using genetic operators like crossover and mutation.
Crossover swaps a sub–part of the genetic materials from two parents to create
two offsprings and mutation randomly alters a sub–part of a parent to create
one offspring.
(c) EAs breed a population of solutions and perform parallel evaluation of the solu-
tion sets in its search space by using an objective function that drives the entire
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search process towards a global optimum. Fitness based individual measure-
ment criteria that assign a value to an individual based on how best it answers
the problem. Fitness is used as a criterion for probabilistic selection of parent
chromosomes that take part in breeding. The fitness-based selection ensures
that most highly fit (strong) individuals pass their genetic material to the next
generation.
By using genetic evolutionary operators, and a measure of fitness, EAs are able to
perform exploitation and exploration through the search space and drive the entire
search process towards promising regions of the fitness landscape. EAs are effective
meta–heuristics for searching through large search spaces [14, 16]. A stopping criterion
is made on the assumption that individuals are always valid and satisfy all problem
constraints. Individuals are bred and evaluated until the EA system satisfies any of
these stopping criteria:
(a) The ideal individual has been discovered. This is the individual that correctly
classifies all training instances.
(b) The EA system is stuck in local optima such that continuous evolution does not
move the entire population from mediocre local optima.
(c) The number of generations specified for a run has been completely exhausted.
Figure 2.1: A taxonomy of feature selection algorithms [35]
A replacement strategy is used to determine how a new population is produced to
replace an old population. The two most popular replacement strategies used in
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breeding new population from the existing population are generational and steady
state replacements. In generational replacement, individuals in a population are
subjected to genetic operations to produce offspring for each subsequent generation.
The newly bread population replace the parent population. This new population
may include elite individuals that were copied from the old population. The new
population of individuals is used to produce the next generation until a termination
criteria is met. In a steady state replacement, an offspring individual competes with
parents using survival of the fittest or evolutionary survival strategy. The most often
used individual replacement strategy is the reverse tournament where an offspring
replaces the worst tournament individual.
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Algorithm 3 Simple GA
1: procedure GEN GA()
2: Population ← CreateInitialPopulation B randomly
3: Generation ← 0
4: while !( FoundIdealIndividual(j) | TimeIsUp() | MAX(Generation) ) do
5: EvaluateFitness(Population) B Each individual in Population
6: Population ← BreedNewPopulation()
7: Generation++
8: end while
9: end procedure
1: procedure BreedNewPopulation()
2: NewPopulation B initialize new population
3: i ← 0
4: SelectionOperation ← {Mutation, Crossover, Reproduction}
5: for i < popSize do B popSize is user specified
6: GeneticOperation ← ProbabilisticalSelect(SelectionOperation)
7: if GeneticOperation = Reproduction then
8: j ← SelectOneIndividualBasedOnFitness(Population)
9: k = Reproduction(j)
10: end if
11: if GeneticOperation = Crossover then
12: j ← SelectTwoIndividualBasedOnFitness(Population)
13: k = Crossover(j)
14: end if
15: if GeneticOperation = Mutation then
16: j ← SelectOneIndividualBasedOnFitness(Population)
17: k = Mutation(j)
18: end if
19: i += k.size()
20: NewPopulation ← k
21: end for
22: return NewPopulation
23: end procedure
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2.5.1 Genetic Programming
GP [38] is a special case of GA that uses a tree data structure to represent an indi-
vidual. GP is very flexible and can be adapted to represent various complex patterns
from a wide range of domain knowledge. GP was initially introduced with the in-
tention of evolving computer programs. The subject area has expanded to include
evolution of mathematical expressions and rule based systems[20]. This expressive
power makes it possible to develop dual representations for feature selection and clas-
sifier design. In this work, GP is exploited for feature selection and classification by
evolving individuals with non–terminal symbols using functions and operations and
terminal symbols using the original feature vector. A GP individual is a complete or
partial solution represented using a parse tree where constants and variables denote
terminal symbols and operators and functions denote non–terminal symbols. Leave
nodes correspond to terminal symbols and internal nodes correspond to non–terminal
symbols. By the above definition, a function set is the set of all allowed non-terminal
symbols and terminal set is the set of all allowed terminal symbols. GPs flexibility
can be extended to the construction of various classifiers with representational for-
malisms such as decision trees, classification rules, discriminant functions, artificial
neural networks and many more [20]. The automatic feature selection performed
during GPs evolution results in an individual with higher prediction accuracy and
contributes to better interpretability of resulting solutions. GP also has the ability
to perform automatic feature extraction using a linear or non linear combination of
features as sub–trees in a GP individual. A GP language must satisfy the following
two conditions:
(a) Sufficiency: this means the GP language including terminal and function sets
are enough to evolve a solution for the target problem.
(b) Closure: this is loosely defined as a case where each non-terminal function
is able to operate error–free on all values parsed as an input. However in a
strongly typed GP language, non–terminals only operate on values that are of
the same type as the type of the child node(s). For strongly typed problems,
more computational time is used during tree initialization and genetic opera-
tions to guarantee type check consistency of nodes in the parse tree.
The specific representation adopted in this thesis is the binary tree based in-
dividual representation. A set of individuals make up a population (P) such that
P = {I1, I2, . . . In}. An individual Ik is represented by a binary tree (see Figure 2.2),
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which is translated into the lisp s–expression
(% (x (
√
x2) x5)( (− (% (+ x5 x1)(√ (− x3 x6))) (+ x6 x2)))
For feature selection problems, terminals are the problem features and are usually
combined with randomly generated constants such as an ephemeral constant (ERC).
Function sets are operands (such as ∗, +, −, √ in Figure 2.2), which perform opera-
tions on the terminals and results of other non–terminals. Tree sizes usually increase
in depth as evolution progresses. When two individuals are of the same fitness, the
smaller is preferred so as to evolve simple and portable solutions.
Figure 2.2: GP Individual
The representational power of GP allows implicit feature selection from the ter-
minals of the GP tree while the entire tree can be evaluated to represent an extracted
feature. In Figure 4.2, the feature subset is the collection of unique terminal symbols
in the set {x1, x2, x3, x5, x6}. On the other hand, the root value of the GP expression
could be evaluated as a new feature, which becomes an implicit derivation from the
original feature vectors.
Crossover Operation
During crossover (see line 11−14 of Algorithm 3), two parent individuals are selected
from the population using fitness-proportional selection. A random crossover point
is selected from both parents and the sub trees rooted at those nodes are swapped
between parents. A typical crossover operation breeds two new offspring as seen
in Figure 2.3c and Figure 2.3d from two parent individuals Figure 2.3a and Figure
2.3b. Crossover operations result in exploration of new parts of the fitness landscape.
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This is due to the likely combination of genomes from different parts of the fitness
landscape.
(a) Parent 1 (b) Parent 2
(c) Child 1 (d) Child 2
Figure 2.3: GP Crossover operation
Mutation Operation
In GP, mutation is the process of randomly generating a tree and rooting it on a
random node in a parent GP tree (see line 15− 18 of Algorithm 3). The parent tree
is selected through tournament selection using fitness/random–based selection. In
Figure 2.4a, a random node is selected and the randomly constructed tree (see Figure
2.4b) is rooted on the parent individual to form an offspring individual as seen in
Figure 2.4c. Mutation is exploitative as it seeks to refine fitness within a particular
region of the fitness landscape by rearranging the genes.
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(a) Parent with randomly selected
mutation point
(b) Randomly generated sub-
tree
(c) Parent rooted with randomly generated
sub-tree (Figure 2.4b)
Figure 2.4: GP Mutation Operation
2.5.2 Age Layered Population Structure
The Age Layered Population Structure (ALPS) introduced by Hornby[29] is a novel
meta-heuristic that seeks to reduce the problem of premature convergence in stochas-
tic algorithms. In ALPS, age is used as a property of individuals to restrict competi-
tion and breeding in the population. ALPS segregates the population of individuals
into age-layers. Age is measured by how long an individual’s genotypic material has
been evolving in the population. Hornby[29, 30] applied the ALPS strategy in various
problem instances and recorded results that outperformed canonical EA.
An aging scheme (see line 2 in Algorithm 4) is used to separate individuals into
age layers (see Table 2.1). These values are multiplied by an age gap parameter to
determine the maximum age per layer. Given an exponential aging scheme with an age
gap of 10 and 6 layers, the maximum ages for the layers will be 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320.
Individuals within a layer are not allowed to outgrow the maximum allowed age
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for ALPS
1: procedure ALPS GEN()
2: AgeScheme ← SelectAgeingScheme()
3: layers ←CreateLayers(AgeScheme)
4: i ← SequentialLayerSelection(layers).
5: init :
6: if BottomLayer(i) & reinitializationMode then
7: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome().
8: else
9: if BottomLayer(i) & TooOld(i) then
10: reinitializationMode ← true
11: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome().
12: else
13: reinitializationMode ← false
14: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome().
15: end if
16: end if
17: stop:
18: if !( FoundIdealIndividual(j) | TimeIsUp()) then
19: return false
20: end if
21: loop:
22: goto init.
23: childId ← SelectSlotNextGeneration(i)
24: j ← CreateChild(childId).
25: EvaluateChild(j)
26: TryMoveUp(i,j )
27: goto stop.
28: end procedure
1: procedure TryMoveUp(i, j)
2: if TopLayer(i) then
3: k ← FindVictim(i,j).
4: TryMoveUp(i,k)
5: else
6: k ← FindVictim(i+1,j)
7: TryMoveUp(i+1,k)
8: if Empty(k) then
9: i ← j
10: else
11: Discard(k).
12: end procedure
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for that layer. Rather, an attempt is made to move such individuals to the next
higher layer (see line 26 in Algorithm 4). Unsuccessful migrants are destroyed. The
maximum age per layer allows evolution to proceed long enough in the preceding layer
before individuals are old enough to migrate to the next available layer. It also allows
individuals to improve in fitness before being pushed to the next higher layer. The
last layer on the other hand, has no age limit, hence allows for the accumulation of the
best individuals. According to [29], an individual in the last layer is only guaranteed
to remain there provided it is the global optimum or else it will be replaced by other
highly fit individuals from the lower layers. An ALPS system is characterized by the
following:
(a) At initialization, individuals are assigned an age of zero (see lines 6 − 8 in
Algorithm 4).
(b) At regular intervals (determined by the age–gap) new individuals are initialized
in the bottom layer (see lines 6 − 8 in Algorithm 4). This is when current
individuals in layer 0 might have aged into layer 1.
(c) The age of an Individual selected for genetic operation is incremented once per
generation for which the individual was used as a parent.
(d) Offspring of parent individuals are assigned the age of the oldest parent plus
one.
(e) Breeding is only allowed between adjacent layers using a selection pressure.
When breeding, a parent is selected with a probability of n% from the current
layer and (100− n)% from the lower adjacent layer (e.g. in layer 1, parents are
selected from layer 1 and 0, in layer 2, parents are selected from layer 2 and
layer 1. This novel process is used to control breeding and competition between
individuals in the layers and facilitate the transfer of genotypic materials from
lower layer individuals to the higher layers.
(f) Replacement (see line 26 in Algorithm 4) occurs within the population of the
active layer. The breeding process enables individuals to age smoothly through
higher layers.
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Table 2.1: Examples of Age scheme for ALPS [29]
Aging-scheme 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8
Linear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Fibonacci(n) 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34
Polynomial(n2) 1 2 4 9 16 25 49 64
Exponential(2n) 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
Each successive layer is opened when evolution has occurred for as long as the
maximum allowed age for the preceding layer. Thus with the above aging scheme,
layer 1 will be opened for evolution at the end of generation 10, layer 2 is opened at
the end of generation 20, and so on. The layered approach of evolution does not only
restrict competition between individuals in the entire population but also serves as a
way of transferring genotypic materials from different fitness basins to higher layers.
In ALPS, the bottom layer is regularly replaced with randomly generated individuals.
The periodic introduction of such individuals in the bottom layer results in an EA that
is never completely converged [29]. By using age to restrict breeding, it reduces the
possibility of highly fit old individuals dominating the evolution process, which most
often leads to early convergence in canonical EA. Random number seeds are varied
for each initialization of base population, which often results in the new population
starting off from a new fitness basin. Through the explorative and exploitative nature
of genetic operations, breeding could produce an offspring individual that takes the
entire population from mediocre local optimum. Each bottom layer restart in ALPS
creates a population clustered around a different fitness basin [29], thus the resultant
ALPS population increases exploration of the fitness landscape.
When an individual reaches its maximum allowed age in a layer, it will move
to the next higher layer. Since a constant population is maintained in all layers,
an individual in the next higher layer will have to be displaced to make room for a
new individual. In the generational replacement strategy, individual aging in a layer
and inter–layer individual movements are synchronized on the condition that when
applying selection pressure to pick parents from two layers, a parent selected from
a lower layer is not aged. However in steady state replacement, various replacement
strategies are adopted for inter–layer replacement. The new individual arriving from
the next lower layer is only allowed to displace the weakest tournament individual
in the higher layer otherwise it is destroyed. Different replacement strategies such
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as replacing population weakest, reverse tournament, random, nearest fitness, etc.,
could be adapted to the ALPS system inter–layer individual migration.
Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Dimensionality Reduction
Meta-heuristics and approximate search algorithms provide suboptimal solutions to
NP complete problems using minimal computational resources when compared to
direct search algorithms[7]. Suboptimal algorithms have been used for dimensionality
reduction on varied benchmark datasets with good classification accuracy and reduced
computational requirements[9, 20]. In [20], a methodology is proposed that uses GP to
perform feature selection and test the resultant features on a GP constructed classifier.
The approach involves construction of a classifier that has n trees for an n–class
problem. Dash and Liu [14] use a fitness measure to increase classification accuracy
of k–NN classifier while reducing the number of selected features. The accuracy of the
k–NN classifier is compared to other statistical methods of feature extraction such as
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and principal component analysis (PCA) [70].
Smith et al. [71] use GP and GA for feature extraction and feature selection
respectively as a preprocessor for a C4.5 decision tree–learning algorithm. An indi-
vidual is represented using automatically defined functions (ADFs) such that each
individual is made up of separate trees [71]. An ADF is constructed from multiple
features and a tree in an ADF is evaluated to produce a newly constructed feature. A
GA system is used to evolve a feature subset from the new feature vectors by selecting
from the extracted and original features. The resultant feature subset from the hy-
brid EA system is tested using a C4.5 classification algorithm. The approach proved
more successful than direct application of the standard C4.5 decision tree–learning
algorithm on the same dataset. Similar benefits were recorded when the dual pre-
processing strategies were performed before using k–NN and Na¨ıve Bayes classifiers.
[58], [40] and [18] used C4.5 decision tree learning algorithm as a classifier for a GP
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feature construction problem.
Oechsle et al. [56] separate feature selection and feature extraction stages and
used GP to evolve them independently on a vision problem. The GP classification
methodology involved evolution of a set of partial solutions for a single class. This
enables the use of GP for classification of high multi–class data and is reported to
be faster than conventional GP. In [40] ECJ GP is used for feature construction and
feature selection using C4.5 decision tree classifier implemented in WEKA [25]. Lin
et al.[49] used a multi–population layered GP to perform feature selection. Two
methods of feature selection are proposed in their work. The first method seeks to
penalize individuals with high number of features by reducing the fitness values of
such individuals. The second method assigns weight (based on feature relevance)
to features during evolution; the assigned weights determine survivability of features
during evolution. In the implementation of their layered GP [49], best individuals
from each sub–population in a layer are considered as an extracted feature. Thus the
number of extracted features is limited to the number of sub–populations considered in
a layer. These sub–populations have no communication between them. New features
extracted from lower layers are combined with existing features to form training set
for the next higher layer.
The performance of some feature selection and classification algorithms were com-
pared in [9, 20]. This far, no clear algorithm has emerged dominant for all feature
selection problems and results often differ based on considered dataset. Piotr et al.
[23] compared feature selection algorithms used in the analysis of chemical data. The
results found random forest and support vector machine with recursive feature elimi-
nation as superior to other considered strategies. The reader is referred to [9], where
a number of feature selection and classification algorithms are compared based on
prediction accuracy and reduced feature set.
Badran et al.[3] used a multi-objective GP to perform feature extraction as a
preprocessing stage to a multi-class problem. This involved the reduction of the orig-
inal dimensionality space to a new reduced and optimized multi-dimensional decision
space. Thus, Bedran et al. [3] and Lemczyk et al.[45] used GP to handle a multi-class
dataset by addressing the classification problem through task decomposition.
The layered GP considered in ALPS restricts communication between some lay-
ers. In [49] terminals always have positive weights and the original features are always
considered with the extracted features when performing generational weight assign-
ment. We do not penalize individuals with many features as done in [49] but rather,
in the FSALPS GP system, we allow natural evolution of feature ranks, such that
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irrelevant features gradually disappear under evolutionary pressure.
3.2 Classification
In supervised learning, classification [54] involves the use of an inductive learning
method to predict class labels based on information about other features. The goal is
to develop a rule (classifier) that assigns each feature vector to a discrete class label.
In [9], a classifier is a model encoding a set of criteria that allows a data instance
(feature vector) to be assigned to a particular output (class label) depending on some
selected features from the data instance. The pre–classified data is divided into train-
ing and test set. The classifier is trained on the training example to maximize the
number of output scores predicted (correctly categorized) using the input feature
vector. The classifier with the highest score of class labels is tested on unseen data
(testing example) for its generalizability. A good performance on test example also
shows that there was no over–training. Commonly used classifiers are the decision
tree–learning algorithm, C4.5[54], k–nearest neighbor algorithm [54], Naive Bayes [46]
and other statistical methods such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA)[27] and Prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA)[70]. Support vector machines (SVM) represents the
various samples as points in space. According to [23] these points are optimally sepa-
rated by hyper–planes such that unique classes have their samples widely separated as
much as possible.Given two or more group of samples, LDA [27] finds linear relations
between features by maximizing inter–group variance whilst minimizing intra–group
variance. Although LDA is simple to implement and often produce good results when
the input features are linearly separable, it often does not produce good results on
multi–classification problems [23]. PCA is a widely used feature extraction technique
derived from linear algebra. It uses a non–parametric method for dimensionality re-
duction by extracting interesting relationships between existing feature vectors. The
interested reader is referred to [70] for a detailed discussion on PCA. In [9, 20], some
criterion used for classifier evaluation include:
(a) Classification Accuracy. It is a measure of the number of correctly classified
training examples against incorrectly classified training examples.
(b) Generality: ability of selected classifier to score high on unseen data.
(c) Others such as novelty, utility, interpretability etc.
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GP can evolve classifiers for binary and multi-class problems. Lemczyk et al.[45]
decomposed a multi-class problem using GP and a coevolutionary strategy to evolve
classifiers through task decomposition. Their strategy proved very effective on three
high-dimensional multi-class datasets.
3.3 Hyperspectral Classification Using GP
GP has the capacity to handle large dimensional datasets. For instance in [43], Lang-
don used GP to address a large attribute space by reducing the number of features
required to describe a cancer diagnosis dataset from a million to 5. Evolutionary
computation has many uses in classification, dimensionality reduction and spectral
band sub-set selection on hyperspectral datasets. We will investigate the performance
(dimensional reduction and classifier construction) of canonical GP, ALPS and Fea-
ture Selection ALPS (FSALPS) on a high dimensional hyperspectral dataset. Yin
et al.[79] used a modified evolutionary technique —immune clonal strategy to per-
form band selection of hyperspectral image obtained from Washington DC Mall and
Northwest Tippecanoe County. Bazi et al.[4] and Zhou et al.[80] applied a genetic
optimization framework for automatic feature selection and parameter optimization
for an SVM classifier on hyperspectral remote sensing images. In a related work, Li et
al.[47] used the hybrid strategy GA–SVM with a branch and bound algorithm (in the
post–processing phase) on a hyperspectral image. [81] used the wrapper based fea-
ture selection strategy with GA and SVM classifier to reduce the number of spectral
bands of a HYPERION hyper spectral image from 198 to 13. The GA system simul-
taneously optimized the SVM kernel parameters, resulting in an improvement in the
classification accuracy of the reduced spectral bands. Other proposed dimensionality
reduction algorithms used for feature reduction and classification of hyperspectral im-
age are the GA based local–fisher’s discriminant analysis proposed by Cui et al.[12],
GA based feature mining techniques for feature selection and feature extraction[36],
and the use of artificial neural networks on remote sensing data[1].
Alex dos Stantos et al.[17] used a content–based image retrieval technique that
uses GP to obtain composite descriptors from remote sensing images with an op-
timum–path forest classifier. Their technique was successfully used in the identi-
fication of crop regions on remote sensing images. Due to GPs adaptive learning
technique, canonical GP performed a dual function of automatic evolution of classi-
fiers and feature reduction using spectral imagery[62]. Ross et al.[65] applied GP to
the Cuprite hyperspectral image for the automatic evolution of mineral identifiers.
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In their system[65] canonical GP doubled as a feature reduction and band reduction
strategy. The successful and consistent evolution of efficient mineral identifiers for
each of the three minerals (alunite, kaolinite and buddingtonite) in the Cuprite area
proves the ability of canonical GP to perform feature reduction on high dimensional
data sets. Serpico et al.[68], Bazi et al.[5], Guo et al.[24] and Li et al.[47] used varying
hybrid strategies to perform classification on the Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset.
3.4 ALPS
The ALPS strategy (see 2.5.2) is a diversity–enhancing algorithm that works with al-
gorithms with elements of randomness in them [29]. It uses an age–layered population
and restricts breeding and competition between individuals. ALPS ability to main-
tain diversity in its population is largely due to regular introduction of individuals
from different fitness basins and the novel control of competition between individuals
Layered EA systems such as hierarchical fair competition (HFC) [31], adaptive
hierarchical fair competition [32] and continuous hierarchical fair competition [33]
usually group individuals into layers based on fitness values [29]. New randomly gen-
erated individuals are regularly introduced into the bottom layer and competition is
restricted between newly created individuals and high fitness pre existing individuals
as is done in fitness uniform selection [34]. According to [29] HFC has a major limita-
tion since newly introduced individuals from different basin of attraction cannot climb
through existing high fitness layers. Hornby in [29] found significant performance dif-
ference between ALPS, HFC and simple (canonical or standard) EA on an antenna
design problem. The reader is referred to [29, 30] where ALPS was explained to be
a much effective strategy than other diversity enhancement strategies such as high
mutation rate, large population sizes and genotypic diversity strategies etc. Slany
[69] compared a classical Cartesian genetic programming (CGP) and ALPS enhanced
CGP on an image operator evolution problem. In all six test cases compared, the
ALPS enhanced CGP outperformed the classical CGP. Patel et al. [59] tested and
compared ALPS GP and standard GP on the evolution of non–linear factor mod-
els for financial portfolio optimization. The work in [59] also compared reduction in
premature convergence, over–fitting of GP solutions to training data and the overall
best fitness obtained in both training and testing. A t–test on all test cases proved
superiority (significant difference) of the ALPS GP system over standard GP and
market index values.
Schmidt et al.[67] used a Pareto formulation of ALPS that uses the age of an
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individual and its performance to evolve solutions on a two dimensional pareto front.
The proposed approach overcame the problem of premature convergence, quickly
discovered good solutions in a reduced computational time on a symbolic regression
problem.
In [26] a co–evolution is used with ALPS in an algorithm called “Spatial Co–Evolution
in Age Layered Planes (SCALP)” to attempt a bloat reduction strategy in GP. When
SCALP was compared to operator equalization on a bivariate regression problem, the
hybrid strategy “SCALP”was found to avoid bloat without any integration of an ex-
press bloat reduction strategy. When tested on a classification dataset, SCALP pro-
duced short, general solution trees as opposed to operator equalization and canonical
GP.
Chapter 4
System Design
This thesis uses a new algorithm based on a modification of the ALPS algorithm
–feature selection age layered population strategy (FSALPS). FSALPS was designed
by making some modifications to the ALPS algorithm. One such area is in inter-
layer individual migration strategy. Also, a number of feature ranking methods were
developed for calculating probability values for each feature. The essence of testing
multiple strategies is to aid in the empirical selection of the most appropriate method
for the problem types considered in this work.
4.1 Inter-Layer Migration
The ALPS strategy requires regular inter–layer migration for individuals that are
older than the allowed age limit for a layer. An individual’s age is generationally
compared to the maximum allowed age of its layer, and if it is older, an attempt
is made to move the individual to a higher layer. All layers are scanned for the
layer (Lh) with an age range that can accommodate a new individual from a lower
layer (Ll). A number of replacement strategies were tested when moving over–aged
individuals (Il) to a higher layer. For each of these strategies, either the replacement
individual is always replaced or a conditional replacement is made. In the conditional
replacement, the replacement individual (Ih) is replaced only if its fitness is worse
than Il. The following replacement strategies were implemented.
4.1.1 Nearest In Population (NIP)
The fitness of all individuals in Lh is compared to fitness of Il. Individual Ih with
the nearest fitness to Il is picked as a replacement individual (Ih is destroyed) and
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replaced by Il and finally, Il is removed from the lower layer (Ll). The downside of
this strategy is a new individual Il that is of a similar fitness could replace the best
individual in Lh. This replacement strategy could introduce some new healthy genes
into the higher layer; however, it could kill other strong individuals in Lh.
4.1.2 Worst In Population (WIP)
The weakest individual (Ih) in population Lh is selected and replaced by Il, which
in turn is removed from the lower layer Ll. Due to the restricted breeding between
individuals in the ALPS population, Il could be coming from a new fitness basin,
and may result in a more diversified population with prospects of further improving
new fitness peaks. Weak individuals are sometimes very helpful in the evolution
process due to some healthy genes that might be present in their chromosome. The
“greedy”termination of such individuals in the WIP strategy can lock the evolutionary
process in a local optima and result in a population of highly fit individuals. These
could likely reduce the effect of genetic operators in breeding strong offspring that
have higher fitness than their parents.
4.1.3 Random
A random individual (Ih) is selected from population Lh and marked for replacement.
Il replaces Ih and Ll is destroyed from the lower layer. This inter–layer replacement
strategy is chaotic in nature because the best individual in Lh could be destroyed.
This approach can be very destructive, especially when moving multiple individuals
from a lower to higher layer. Although evolution is subject to a random process (which
to some extent could be useful for evolution), the random replacement strategy had
a negative effect on elitism. Thus, it was almost impossible to track elite individuals
in the population.
4.1.4 Reverse Tournament Nearest (RTN)
RTN is similar to NIP, except that the sample space from which the victim individ-
ual is selected is restricted to the tournament individuals. In an extreme sense, it
will be equivalent to NIP if the tournament size is the same as the population size.
Tournament selection is performed on Lh, k individuals are selected, and a victim
individual Ih is marked for replacement. The victim individual has the closest fitness
to Il. Although the new similar fitness individual could drive the entire population
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towards discovering new promising regions on the fitness landscape, there is also a
chance of destroying strong individuals, including the best individual in Lh.
4.1.5 Reverse Tournament Worst (RTW)
The worst tournament individual (Ih) from Lh is selected for replacement. This
replacement strategy guarantees that the best individual in Lh is never replaced
thereby preserving the best individual while selectively replacing weak individuals
in the population. Tournament selection requires a careful regulation of selective
pressure. Since the best tournament individual is not selected for replacement, there
is the issue of reverse selective pressure that has to be controlled. A high tournament
size usually results in replacement of weak individuals in Lh population. A reasonably
small tournament size (empirically determined) on the other hand will be the fairest
since other strong individuals could be marked for replacement.
4.2 FSALPS
4.2.1 FSALPS Details
FSALPS is used to speed up the feature selection process by providing a loop back
mechanism (see Figure 4.1) where evolved feature-counts are translated into fea-
ture–ranking probabilities and are used for selecting terminal symbols for tree con-
struction during initialization or for sub–tree construction during mutation. The
FSALPS heuristic requires regular refinement of features in the GP population through
integration of a feature count process that is translated into terminal–probability val-
ues for the selection of leave nodes. The terminal-probability values are used to guard
also serves as feature ranks and are used during tree initialization and mutation.
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Figure 4.1: GP Individual
The algorithm for FSALPS is shown in Algorithm 5 and its based on a modification
of the ALPS algorithm (see Algorithm 4). Lines 2−5 initializes the FSALPS algorithm
by loading default probability values for all terminal symbols from a parameter file.
Otherwise the system automatically assumes an equal probability for all terminal
symbols when there are no such specifications. FSALPS begins a frequency count for
all terminal symbols when individuals are migrated into the last layer (or when the
last layer becomes active). There is the option to count features in the entire ALPS
population or only features in specified layers as shown on line 8 Algorithm 5.
The frequency count values are then converted into probabilities on line 8 of
Algorithm 5 by invoking Algorithm 6. These newly assigned probabilities for the
features are used in the random creation of new individuals when the FSALPS system
enters re–initialization (see line 9 and 13) mode otherwise it is used in mutation (see
line 16) for the random selection of terminal symbols for the construction of a sub-tree
to be rooted on a parent node.
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Algorithm 5 Pseudocode for FSALPS
1: procedure FSALPS GEN()
2: AgeScheme ← SelectAgeingScheme()
3: layers ← CreateLayers(AgeScheme)
4: i ← SequentialLayerSelection(layers)
5: probVector ← InitialFeatureProbabilities()
6: init :
7: if BottomLayer(i) & reinitializationMode then
8: probVector ← ComputeFeatureProbabilities()
9: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome(probVector)
10: else
11: if BottomLayer(i) & TooOld(i) then
12: reinitializationMode ← true
13: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome(probVector)
14: else
15: if mutation then
16: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome(probVector)
17: else if crossover
18: j ← CreateNewRandomGenome()
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: stop:
23: if !( FoundIdealIndividual(j) | TimeIsUp()) then
24: return false
25: end if
26: loop:
27: goto init.
28: offspringIndex ← SelectSlotNextGeneration(i)
29: j ← CreateChild(offspringIndex)
30: EvaluateChild(j)
31: TryMoveUp(i,j )
32: goto stop.
33: end procedure
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Algorithm 6 Pseudocode for Feature Ranking
1: procedure ComputeFeatureProbabilities()
2: FeatureVector ← null
3: ProbabilityVector ← null
4: loop:
5: for k in Layer(i) do
6: for terminal in k do
7: FeatureVector[terminal]++;
8: end for
9: end for
10: sum ← Sum(FeatureVector)
11: for t in FeatureVector do
12: ProbabilityVector ← t/sum
13: end for
14: return ProbabilityVector
15: end procedure
4.2.2 Feature Analysis
A frequency count of features in the best solution (classifier) was done. This is done
by a direct count of features in the solution tree. Given a problem with 9 unique
features (F0 − F9), the number of subsets that can be constructed is 29. The GP
expression tree in Figure 4.2 performed automatic feature subset selection from an
original feature vector of size 10. Table 4.1 shows feature frequency–count of for
the GP individual 4.3. Table 4.1 contains a Boolean column “Count”that indicates
if a feature was used in a solution. For each solution, the count of the number of
“1”indicates how many features were used in that expression. In the above example,
the feature count is 5.
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Figure 4.2: GP Individual
Table 4.1: Frequency Calculation Strategies
Feature Frequency Count
F0 0 0
F1 1 1
F2 2 1
F3 1 1
F4 0 0
F5 2 1
F6 2 1
F7 0 0
F8 0 0
F9 0 0
Total 8 5
4.3 FSALPS Frequency Calculation Strategies
When the last layer becomes active in the FSALPS system, a probability calculation
is initiated using the terminal frequency count. The probability values calculated
from the frequency count are used in terminal selection during mutation and during
initialization of the first layer. A number of probability calculation strategies were
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developed and tested on the FSALPS system. In each of these strategies, there
is the option to either use node count of only the last layer, or all layers. Layer
0 is usually noisy since not many genetic operations would have been applied to
individuals before aged to Layer 1. In the first initialization of the bottom layer,
all terminals are given the same probability or the parameter–specified probability
values until the automated frequency calculation is started. The noisy nature of Layer
0 does not significantly affect probability distribution when the entire population in
all layers is used in computing probability values. The probability values of terminals
are directly proportional to the chance of selecting a node during tree construction,
thus a node with a high probability has a high chance of selection. Also, relying on
frequency count from only the highest layer could be too drastic and lead to premature
convergence. The probability calculation strategies that were tested are as follows:
4.3.1 Normal Frequency
This requires direct conversion of terminal frequency distribution into terminal prob-
abilities (see Equation 4.1). Two terminal sets (x and y) with a frequency count of
20 and 5 respectively will produce probability values of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively. As
shown in Table 4.2, the normal frequency calculation performs feature elimination
drastically since all terminal symbols with a zero count are assigned a zero probabil-
ity. Given the drastic elimination of features, this strategy could limit exploration of
the search space and might result in discovery of mediocre solutions.
Pi =
fi
n∑
j=1
fj
(4.1)
4.3.2 Uniform Frequency
Uniform frequency calculation requires the addition of the average frequency of all
terminals to the frequency count of each terminal (see column “Uniform Freq” in
Table 4.2 ). Given 5 terminals, and an active last layer, uniform frequency is calcu-
lated as shown in column “Uniform Prob” of Table 4.2, using Equation 4.2. This
gives a chance to terminals that could have otherwise disappeared when using Nor-
mal Frequency and is quiet beneficial during the early stages of evolution in the last
layer. This also reduces the chance of the GP system getting stack in local optima,
especially when the extinction of a feature could prevent the discovery of an ideal
individual with high generalization of class labels.
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Pi =
fi +
1
n
∗
n∑
j=1
fj
n∑
j=1
(fj +
1
n
∗
n∑
k=1
fk)
(4.2)
4.3.3 Ranking Frequency
Ranking frequency uses frequency counts to rank all terminals (see column “Rank”
in Table 4.2 ). Terminals with larger counts have bigger ranks. The ranks are then
converted into probability values using Equation 4.3 ( see column “Rank Prob ” in
Table 4.2). Once again, probability changes when using this scheme is not as drastic
as the normal frequency and often gives a chance to terminals that are almost getting
extinct from the GP system.
Pi =
ranki
n∑
j=1
rankj
(4.3)
Table 4.2: Frequency Calculation Strategies
Instance Normal Freq Uniform Freq Rank Normal Prob Uniform Prob Rank Prob
A 20 40 3 0.20 0.20 0.214
B 50 70 5 0.50 0.35 0.357
C 20 40 3 0.20 0.20 0.214
D 10 30 2 0.10 0.15 0.143
E 0 20 1 0.00 0.10 0.071
4.4 Tree Initialization
Tree initialization in GP involves random construction of individuals using terminal
and non–terminal symbols. FSALPS controls the selection of terminal symbols based
on evolved terminal–probability values. As a test, the GP system in ECJ[66] was
modified to allow specification of direct probability values for the nodes. A 10–feature
problem was used to measure how effective the probability system worked towards the
selection of leave–nodes for constructing tree expressions. The parameter–specified
probability values were compared to node–count of terminal symbols after random
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initialization of individuals. Results in Figure 4.3 show an accurate translation of
these parameter–specified probability values into random initialization of GP trees.
As expected, higher population sizes resulted in closer ties between the specified and
expected values.
(a) Population 2000
(b) Population 4000
Figure 4.3: Comparing parameter specified terminal probabilities with terminal se-
lection during tree initialization. Accuracy is affected by population size, higher
population produces more accurate results
4.5 Fitness Function
For each feature subset, a classifier is used to test the prediction accuracy of class
labels. This evolution mechanism is directed towards refining feature subsets and
evolving a classifier with high discrimination of class labels. The fitness function
converts the number of correctly predicted class labels into classification accuracy.
Fitness is maximized; meaning strong individuals have high fitness values.
In a binary classification problem, the fitness of individuals on a test data with
P positive instances and N negative instances is translated into metrics such as true
positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) or type I error and false negative
(FN) or type II error. Class labels that were correctly discriminated by the evolved
GP classifier make up TP and TN. True class labels that were correctly identified are
TP while false class labels that were identified as such by GP are TNs. On the other
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hand, true class labels that were incorrectly identified by the GP system as false are
FN while false class labels that were classified as true by the GP system are FPs.
The sum of TP and FN equals the sum of positive class labels in the test data. In a
classification problem, the four metrics discussed can be used to measure sensitivity
(true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate) of the classifier. From the
work of [49] Sensitivity or true positive rate is given in Equation 4.4 and specificity
or true negative rate in Equation 4.5.
Other fitness evaluation criteria [77] that could be derived are positive predictive
value (precision), negative predictive value, false positive rate (fall out) and false
negative rate (miss rate). Accuracy is calculated using Equation 4.6
sensitivity = TP/P = TP/(TP + FN) (4.4)
specificity = TN/N = TN/(TN + FP ) (4.5)
accuracy = (TP + TN)/(P +N) (4.6)
fitness = sensitivity ∗ specificity (4.7)
4.6 Effect of Bloat on Frequencies
Bloat is a condition in GP where an increase in tree size does not lead to an increase
in fitness. The bloat expressions do not contribute to the fitness of the individual
except it increases the size of the individual without a corresponding increase in
evaluation time. The frequency count values in FSALPS are translated into feature
ranks therefore it is best to avoid count of terminal nodes in bloat expressions. It is
difficult to completely eliminate bloat from a GP solution tree, however the following
precautions were taken to reduce the occurrence of bloat.
The GP language used for the experimentations in this work is less likely to result
in bloat. The language excludes conditional non–terminal symbols that easily produce
bloat expressions. In Figure 4.4, the huge bloat sub–tree does not contribute to fitness
of the individual and must be avoided during frequency count. A bloat scanner could
be used to isolate bloat expressions however it will shoot up evaluation time and make
the algorithm less efficient.
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Figure 4.4: Bloat expression in a GP individual
A tree depth restriction was enforced to ensure that tree expressions do not grow
beyond a specified depth. The tree depth is a Koza [38] rule used to restrict the
growth of trees. If a crossover produces an offspring with depth larger than 17,
its smaller parent replaces the offspring. Individual size is also made a factor when
performing selection operation. A smaller tournament individual with an equal fitness
to a larger tournament individual is always preferred. However there was no limit to
the maximum number of nodes that could be used in the construction of an individual.
Ideally if bloat was detected, it would be helpful because bloat trees adversely
affect frequency counts in FSALPS. Bloat therefore leads to inaccurate information
about features and affects feature relevance.
4.7 Hardware Configurationn
Five sets of experiments were investigated in this thesis. We setup the Pima Indians
diabetes, Breastcancer, Ionosphere and Sonar classification experiments on a matrix
cluster with 9 nodes with 6 cores each making a total of 54 cores with 2 different
hardware configurations:
1. Intel Core i7 920 2.66GHz with 12GB ram
2. AMD Phenom X6 1055 3.6GHz with 8GB ram
The runs were deployed in parallel such that each run was handled by one compute
node.
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The Corn–notill and Soybean–mintil classes of the Indian Pines hyperspectral
experiment were deployed on 16 nodes each having 4 cores, making up a total of 64
cores and a hardware configuration of Intel Core i5 2500 3.3GHz with 4GB ram per
node.
Chapter 5
Experiments
In this chapter, we first look at empirical determination of some experimental param-
eters. We introduce the datasets used for testing canonical, ALPS and FSALPS. A
detailed experiment is conducted to determine how GP, ALPS and FSALPS perform
on feature selection and classification tasks using these datasets.
5.1 Datasets
Four datasets with varying number of features and training examples were used to
measure feature selection and classification performance of the three algorithms in-
vestigated. Pima Indians diabetes, breast cancer, Ionosphere and sonar datasets are
continuous (floating point) values obtained from the UCI [48] repository. These data
sets can be used in a number of different ways to test learning speed, classification
accuracy, quality of ultimate learning, ability to generalize, or combinations of these
factors. Each of them is a binary classification problem so we evolve a classifier to
discriminate the two class labels. The accuracy of a classifier is measured by how
many labels are correctly predicted in a set of cases.
One common way of overcoming over–fitting in classification problems is to ran-
domly reorder the training examples before applying the predictor algorithm [71] Song
et al. [74] used subset selection with genetic programming to control over–fitting. This
approach ensures that the evolved classifier is not over fit to a particular training sub-
set and usually leads to an improved test results for large data sets. We will now
follow up with a discussion of the classification datasets used in this work.
43
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5.1.1 Pima Indians Diabetes
The Pima Indians diabetes dataset is obtained from the UCI[48] repository and has
8 attributes and 768 instances. All candidates considered for this dataset are females
with a minimum age of 21 and of Pima Indian heritage. The attributes are:
(a) Number of times pregnant
(b) Plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral glucose tolerance test
(c) Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)
(d) Triceps skin fold thickness (mm)
(e) 2-Hour serum insulin (muU/ml)
(f) Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)2)
(g) Diabetes pedigree function
(h) Age (years)
(i) Class variable (0 or 1)
The dataset was cleaned to remove all instances with missing data. This is to enable
the learning algorithm to construct high–accuracy learning models that are valid and
applicable to to real test data. After cleaning, there were a total of 336 records with
225 instances of negative cases and 115 positive cases.
5.1.2 Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data Set
The breast cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) dataset [48] has 32 real valued attributes
and 569 instances. According to [48] the features are computed from a digitized
image of a fine needle aspirate of a breast mass that describes characteristics of the
cell nuclei present in the image [48]. The attributes are described as follows:
1. ID number
2. Diagnosis (M = malignant, B = benign)
3. [3–32] Ten real-valued features are computed for each cell nucleus:
(a) radius (mean of distances from center to points on the perimeter)
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(b) texture (standard deviation of gray-scale values)
(c) perimeter
(d) area
(e) smoothness (local variation in radius lengths)
(f) compactness (perimeter2/area–1.0)
(g) concavity (severity of concave portions of the contour)
(h) concave points (number of concave portions of the contour)
(i) symmetry
(j) fractal dimension (“coastline approximation”- 1)
The dataset has no missing values so all 569 instances were used for training and
testing. We design a binary classifier to predict the class labels (malignant or benign)
of the breast cancer data. The number of attributes supplied to the learning system
is 30 and each individual in the GP system is trained using all data instances assigned
for training.
5.1.3 Ionosphere
The ionosphere data set consists of 351 data instances and 34 attributes per instance.
According to [48] all 34 attributes are continuous and made of a phased array of 16
high–frequency antennas with a total transmitted power on the order of 6.4 kilowatts.
The class labels to be predicted are either good or bad; where “Good”radar returns are
those showing evidence of some type of structure in the ionosphere and “Bad”returns
are those that do not [48]. The dataset is used for binary classification and has not
missing values. The first 34 attributes are continuous and the 35th attribute is either
“Good”or “Bad”.
5.1.4 Sonar
Attributes for the sonar dataset were obtained by bouncing sonar signals off a metal
cylinder or rock at various angles in varying conditions [48]. There are 208 instances
and 60 real valued features for each data instance within the range 0.0− 1.0. Accord-
ing to [48] 111 of the data instances were produced from a metal cylinder and the
remaining 97 from rocks under similar conditions. There are no records of mission
values for the sonar dataset.
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5.2 Parameter Tuning
The GP parameters used were empirically determined. A non-exhaustive parameter
sweep was conducted by using variations of parameters on feature selection and clas-
sification problems. A broad range of parameters such as elitism, tournament size,
population size, number of evaluations, ageing schemes, ALPS replacement strategies,
and FSALPS frequency calculations strategies were varied to determine acceptable
performance for canonical, ALPS and FSALPS.
Parameter tuning is done to find the best parameter values most favorable to
each of these EA strategies. We followed up by comparing all three strategies using
parameter settings with promising performance for each algorithm. For instance,
when performing 250, 000 evaluations for canonical, do we use a population size of 250
and 1000 generations, or a population size of 2500 and 100 generations, or population
size of 25 and 10, 000 generations. These considerations are balanced between all three
algorithms to ensure that one algorithm is not given an unfair chance to outperform
the others.
5.2.1 Tournament Size
Tournament size was varied between 3, 4 and 7 to determine the effect of tournament
size on evolution. A high selective pressure usually results in the selection of strong
individuals for parents and is usually the case when the tournament size is high. A
good selective pressure allows the selection of some weak individuals as parents during
breeding especially because some of these weak individuals contain some strong traits
that must be preserved. Chances are that those good genes could help move the
population out of a mediocre fitness peak leading to the discovery of new improved
solutions. In [29] a tournament size of 7 was used, in other cases such as [9, 63] lower
tournament sizes were used. We compared these tournament sizes on a Pima Indians
Diabetes classification problem; the results did not yield any significant difference.
This is probably because these values were neither too low nor too high and had a
balanced selective pressure.
5.2.2 Number of Evaluations
Another parameter that often requires a good balance is the number of observed eval-
uations. This often determines how long an EA runs. In generational canonical GP,
the number of evaluations is the product of the population size and the number of gen-
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erations per run. Smaller evaluations do not allow evolution to progress long enough
for the discovery of better solutions. On the other hand, long evaluations are not
always helpful due to the likely introduction of overtraining. Overtraining is caused
by the EA memorizing training values and usually results in poor generalization of
test data. Overtraining must be avoided especially for classification problems since a
performance measuring criterion for constructed models include good generalization
on unseen data.
Figure 5.1: ALPS and FSALPS overtraining on Sonar dataset
A typical example of an overtraining is seen in Figure 5.1 where for 1 million
evaluations, ALPS and FSALPS scored 100% on training data however the resultant
classifier generalized poorly on a test data with ALPS and FSALPS scoring best
results of 55.76% and 59.6% respectively then average scores of 45.81% and 41.88%
respectively over 20 runs.
5.2.3 Population Size
In a population based stochastic algorithm, the size of the population is a major
factor in determining the extent to which the fitness landscape is explored. Also,
a large population affects initialization and evaluation time (for breeding the next
generation). Therefore, one key consideration in selecting parameters for an EA is
to determine the right population while considering the capacity of the hardware on
which the experiment will be performed. Although the search process is random,
smaller population sizes often converge on local optima solutions thereby making it
difficult to discover promising areas on the fitness landscape. The population size
used for all subsequent experiments were empirically determined.
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5.2.4 ALPS Parameters
The ALPS strategy was implemented in ECJ [66] to work with GA and GP evolu-
tionary algorithms. The system was designed to support two replacement strategies;
steady state and generational. The wide range of various strategies accommodated in
the design was to allow for empirical determination of some key evolutionary param-
eters. Migration of over–aged individuals from a lower ALPS layer to a higher layer
could be accomplished using different strategies. In this work, strategies such as NIP,
WIP, random, RTN and RTW were implemented but RTW was used as a preferred
strategy. See Section 4.1 for a discussion on these strategies.
5 layers were used in each ALPS system using the polynomial (1, 2, 4, 9 and 16 )
ageing scheme. The maximum age for a layer is obtained by multiplying the ageing
scheme by the age-gap size. In this case maximum age for layer 0 is 5, layer 1 is
10, layer 2 is 20 etc. When selecting parent(s) for breeding, the selection pressure
parameter determines how often a parent is selected from either the current or im-
mediate lower layer. A selection pressure of 0.8 implies 80% of parents are selected
from current layer and 20% from the immediate lower layer. See Appendix A.1 for a
discussion on how parameters such as replacement strategy and ageing scheme were
empirically determined.
5.3 Parameters
The final evolutionary parameters used to set up canonical GP are specified in Table
5.1. Additional parameter settings used in the FSALPS and ALPS systems are listed
in Table 5.2. The interested reader is referred to [38] for discussion of some basic GP
parameters. Each evolutionary run will complete a total of 250, 000 evaluations. Each
dataset is shuﬄed and divided into 20 subsets (k–fold size is 20). We then iteratively
use each subset for training and the remaining (k − 1) subsets for testing.
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Table 5.1: Canonical GP Parameters
Parameter Definition
Number of observed Runs 20
Replacement Strategy Generational
Population size 250
Generations 1000
Selection Tournament selection = 4
Initial Population ramped half-and-half
Grow Minimum 2
Grow Maximum 6
Maximum tree size 17
Crossover 90 %
Mutation 10 %
Termination criteria 100% classification accuracy or end run
k-fold cross validation size 20
Table 5.2: ALPS and FSALPS parameter settings
Parameter Definition
Number of observed Runs 20
Number of Layers 5
Offspring Selection pressure 0.8
Population per Layer 50
Elite size per layer 3
Aging scheme Polynomial (1, 2, 4, 9, 16, 25, 49, . . . )
Age gap size 5
Layer Replacement Reverse Tournament Worst
FSALPS Probability Calculation Normal Frequency
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5.4 GP Language
The function sets listed in Table 5.3 were used to operate on the terminal symbols. All
function sets were defined to operate error free on expected attributes. As an example
the green node (div function) in Figure 5.2 will evaluate to 1 if the second argument
F0 is 0. It is important the functions are defined to meet closure requirements to
avoid illegal operations during tree evaluation.
Table 5.3: GP Language
Name Representation Arity Definition
Log base 10 log 10 1 {log10(arg0), arg0=01, arg0<0
Natural Log ln 1 {ln(arg0), arg0=01, arg0<0
Maximum max 2 Maximum(arg0, arg1)
Minimum min 2 Minimum(arg0, arg1)
Multiplication * 2 arg0 ∗ arg1
Addition + 2 arg0 + arg1
Subtraction - 2 arg0− arg1
Protected Division % 2 {arg1/arg0, arg06=01, arg0=0
Features f0 − fn 0 Datasets (see section 5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Evaluation of GP tree expression
5.5 Cross Validation
In classification problems, a predictive model (classifier) is trained on a known data set
(training data) and the best performing classifier with highest classification/prediction
accuracy is tested on new testing data. Predictive models are tested for how accu-
rately they are able to classify class labels from datasets that were not used for
training. Testing is essential because the constructed classifier is now tested on a new
unseen dataset. This is ideal for measuring how the classifier overcomes over–fitting
and generalizes independent test data.
Cross validation partitions a given dataset into training and test subsets. The
test subset is the validation set used in measuring performance of the model mostly
in real–world problems. Cross validation will be very useful in guarding against type
I errors (or“false positives”), type II errors (or “false negatives”) and reducing type
III errors [55].
Exhaustive cross validation is when learning and testing is performed by con-
sidering all possible variations of sample data into training and testing data. The
non-exhaustive cross validation does not exhaustively compute all possible combina-
tions of input data into training and testing samples. A number of variations exist
for the non–exhaustive cross validation [76].
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This technique is very popular for testing classification accuracy of a classifier
(model). The original data sample is split intom sub–samples. k–fold cross–validation
(as described by Wu [78]) for a single run of k–fold cross–validation proceeds as
follows:
1. Randomly reorder the data sample
2. Partition the original sample into k subsamples (or folds) where each subsample
has approximately m/k examples.
3. (a) For i=1,. . . ,k:
(b) Train the classifier on all examples that do not belong to sample i
(c) Test the classifier on sample i
(d) Calculate wrongly classified examples ki
4. The classifier error ε (see Equation 5.1) is calculated using
ε =
Σki=1ni
m
(5.1)
The accuracy for k–fold cross validation could be improved by running the single
k–cross validation t times. From [78] let ε1,. . . ,εt be the accuracy estimates obtained
for all t runs. The estimate for the algorithm performance is the error (e in Equation
5.2) as seen in Equation 5.3 with standard deviation σ =
√
V
e =
Σtj=1εj
t
(5.2)
V =
Σtj=1(εj–e)
2
t− 1 (5.3)
5.6 Comparing ALPS, FSALPS & Canonical
This work compares the performance of ALPS GP, FSALPS GP and Canonical GP
on different classification datasets. All three algorithms are compared using carefully
tuned parameters that allow for a fair comparison. In the ALPS and FSALPS ex-
perimentation, a new parameter setting was used that differed from what Hornby
[29] used when comparing ALPS and Canonical GP. Given that GP is prone to pre-
mature convergence; which sometimes leads to mediocre non-improving solution, an
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equivalent parameter setting for the canonical GP should be designed to match the
effort used in both in ALPS and FSALPS. A slight deviation will be made from the
use of elitism in Hornby’s comparative parameter settings. In a generational ALPS
experiment with n layers each having k elitism per generation, Hornby used an
elitism parameter of n x k for an equivalent canonical experiment.
The high elitism value in the canonical experiment could easily drive the entire
population towards an early convergence. This is because most of the highly fit
individuals will be similar thereby reducing the effectiveness of genetic operations on
new offspring due to reduced diversity. In our approach, the same elitism parameter
used per layer in ALPS is used in the canonical setting. By reducing the number of
generations, we will prevent the overly long evolution in which fitness converges to
local optima. Each run is initialized with a different random number generation seed
and likely starts the population from on a new fitness peak.
FSALPS constantly analyzes the population and computes frequency counts that
are converted to probabilities. These probabilities are used in the selection of terminal
symbols during tree construction. See Appendix A.1 for a complete discussion of
feature count and probability calculation.
5.7 Results
To ensure that experimental results are consistent with the tested algorithms, twenty
runs were conducted for each experiment. This guarantees that results are not based
on a random process and goes to prove consistency in all observed runs for each
algorithm. Using k–fold cross validation (k = 20), each run is performed using
a unique subsample of testing examples while the remaining are used as training
examples. The training results for all three algorithms are discussed in Appendix
A.4.1. We did not observe signs of premature convergence in all three algorithms. In
this section, we will analyze performance of the best training individual on test data.
5.7.1 Classification Accuracy
The feature selection problems investigated in this work were done using GP towards
selection of relevant feature subset from a given feature vector. GP solutions trees
were evolved to simultaneously perform feature subset selection and classification
(see Appendix A.4.1 for a discussion on training performance). The performance
(fitness score) of the GP individuals is measured on a training dataset. The prediction
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accuracy of a classifier is a measure of how the predictor performs on all training
examples. The best solution tree in the training phase is tested on a test dataset.
Testing is performed to ensure that the evolved classifier is not over-fitted to the
training dataset and that it is generalizable on an unseen data. Using k–fold cross
validation, all instances of the datasets are used for testing. Table 5.4 contains the
average testing performance (classification accuracy measured in percentage) for each
k–subset of the best-evolved training solution tree. The results recorded for all three
strategies were not significantly different when compared at a 95% confidence interval
using Tukey’s HSD ANOVA test. Table 5.5 shows the level of significance scored on
the test dataset where an arrow points to the superior strategy and a –shows an
insignificant difference between both strategies.
Table 5.4: Prediction accuracy (%) on test data using 250, 000 evaluations
Canonical ALPS FSALPS
Average Best Average Best Average Best
Breastcancer 93.12 100.0 92.80 100.0 93.82 100.0
Ionosphere 88.02 100.0 89.71 100.0 90.65 100.0
Pima 73.47 94.12 73.81 88.24 74.03 94.12
Sonar 71.27 100.0 73.68 100.0 74.36 100.0
Table 5.5: Comparing mean difference between classification accuracy for each strat-
egy at the 0.05 significance level using 250, 000 evaluations for Breastcancer(⊗),
Ionosphere(⊕), Pima(	) and Sonar() dataset for all 20 runs. An arrow points
to the dominant strategy while a — means there is no significant difference between
the two strategies.
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical —⊕⊗	 —⊕⊗	
ALPS — —⊗⊕	
FSALPS —
5.7.2 Feature Analysis
Feature analysis is computed for best solutions in each of the 20 runs – Table 5.6
summarizes feature reduction per dataset. The summary table also shows aver-
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age/min/max number of features within best solution trees per experiment. This
summary table immediately shows that overall feature reduction is happening espe-
cially in the FSALPS strategy.
Table 5.6: Minimum (Min), maximum(Max) and average (Avg) number of unique
features in best solution tree for all runs
Dataset Canonical ALPS FSALPS
Pima: Total = 9 Min 7 8 3
Max 9 9 9
Avg 8.6 8.9 6.4
Breastcancer: Total = 33 Min 12 6 5
Max 26 29 17
Avg 17.85 20.9 9.3
Ionosphere: Total = 35 Min 9 13 7
Max 25 31 20
Avg 18.65 23.5 12.75
Sonar: Total = 61 Min 16 28 7
Max 42 45 27
Avg 23.65 36.9 16.85
Table 5.7: Comparing mean difference between feature selection performed for
each strategy at the 0.05 significance level using Tukey’s HSD ANOVA test for
Breastcancer(⊗), Ionosphere(⊕), Pima(	) and Sonar() dataset for all 20 runs. An
arrow points to the dominant strategy while a — means there is no significant dif-
ference between the two strategies.
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical —⊗	 ←−⊕ ↑⊗⊕	
ALPS — ↑⊗⊕	
FSALPS —
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(a) Pima
(b) Breastcancer
(c) Ionosphere
(d) Sonar
Figure 5.3: Histogram of cumulative feature used in solutions per dataset for 20
experiments
The histograms in Figure 5.3 reports the cumulative appearance of each feature for
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all 20 runs. The histogram(s) break down the frequency table into the actual features
themselves. Average feature–count histograms are biased towards the number of
times a feature might be duplicated in the solutions, which is proportional to the tree
size. The chart showing presence of a feature in a solution will show the contributions
of features within solutions themselves, at a more basic level. (Of course, it does not
account for features used in bloat terms that have no effect on fitness). In the Pearson
correlation coefficients obtained for all three strategies (see Table 5.8), FSALPS and
ALPS report high correlation as opposed to Canonical GP.
Table 5.8: Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Figure 5.3
Canonical vs ALPS Canonical vs FSALPS ALPS vs FSALPS
Pima −0.183 −0.254 0.914
Breastcancer 0.545 0.587 0.803
Ionosphere 0.624 0.675 0.786
Sonar 0.333 0.391 0.589
Some features were almost completely eliminated for each subsequent run. The
feature elimination process is demonstrated especially in the FSALPS strategy. Clas-
sification accuracy recorded for canonical, ALPS and FSALPS is not different at 95%
confidence interval, we can therefore confidently rely on the superior feature selec-
tion of FSALPS. The reader is referred to Appendix A.4.2 for a further discussion
on feature evolution in the GP population. We used Tukey’s HSD ANOVA test to
compare feature selection ability of all three strategies on the various datasets. Table
5.7 proves the superiority of FSALPS as a dominant feature selection algorithm at
95% confidence interval.
5.7.3 Tree Size Analysis
Tree size is measured by counting the number of nodes contained in a solution tree1.
In Fig 5.4 the average tree growth rate per generation for canonical GP is very high
as compared to ALPS and FSALPS. The memory requirement for canonical GP
increases at a faster rate as compared to ALPS and FSALPS. ALPS and FSALPS
quickly attained constant memory utilization at higher generations. The efficient
1see Appendix A.4.4 for some sample GP trees
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memory utilization for ALPS and FSALPS makes them a preferable algorithm for
the problems considered in this work.
The tree size of the best solution tree used for testing was compared at a 95%
confidence interval using Tukey’s HSD test. The results show a significant size differ-
ence between the canonical GP and ALPS variants for all but one dataset. Further
details on time complexity and memory usage are provided in Appendix A.4.3.
Table 5.9: Comparing mean difference between best solution tree-size for each strat-
egy at the 0.05 significance level for Breastcancer(⊗), Ionosphere(⊕), Pima(	) and
Sonar() dataset for all 20 runs. An arrow points to the dominant strategy while a
— means there is no significant difference between the two strategies.
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical —⊕ ↑⊗	 —⊕ ↑⊗	
ALPS — —⊗⊕	
FSALPS —
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5.7.4 Time Analysis
Two separate time analyses were performed on the population: initialization and
evaluation time. Aside from classification accuracy, which is a direct measure of
how each algorithm performs on unseen data, the running time for each algorithm
determines how fast an algorithm is in providing quick solutions to large problem
sets. One key purpose for using evolutionary algorithms for NP complete problems is
to overcome the time overhead involved in using direct algorithms on such problems.
5.7.5 Initialization Time
Initialization time is the total time taken to breed the initial population. For sub-
sequent generations, initialization time is how long the previous generation took to
breed a new population. Initialization time is usually proportional to the population
size and the size of trees used for breeding. The bottom layer in ALPS and FSALPS
has a fraction of the population in canonical GP. In ALPS and FSALPS, only the
bottom layer is initialized at every initialization; this explains why these two meta-
heuristics almost always record smaller initialization time as compared to canonical
GP. Another aspect of initialization time is the time taken to breed a new population.
Yet again, canonical GP is seen to have the highest breed time, which is as a result
of the high population bred at a goal as well as possible large size of solution trees
in canonical GP. The ALPS variant almost always has less population per layer to
breed, due to the constant introduction of new and small but fit individuals from dif-
ferent fitness basins into higher layers, genetic operations often does not result in cross
breeding of huge individuals. The tree depth is restricted, thus when the population
is converging on large trees (as seen in canonical GP), chances of breeding offspring
individuals with larger than allowed depth is high. Such individuals are destroyed
and new ones bred in their place. This repeated attempt of breeding offspring indi-
viduals with required depth contributes to an increased initialization time at higher
generations. The top layer in ALPS and FSALPS contain ancestral individuals and is
most likely to breed large individuals. However, the last layer only contains a fraction
of the entire population and is responsible for the reduced evaluation time as seen in
Figure 5.6.
A key improvement introduced by the ALPS paradigm is its ability to maintain a
population of highly fit individuals with small tree sizes. The regular introduction of
new and small individuals from lower layers means breeding often involves average size
individuals. The use of a selection pressure to control breeding between layers to allow
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selection of parent individuals from two layers (with possible smaller individuals in the
bottom layer) serves as a control strategy for the size of offspring individuals especially
when applying crossover. Average individual size from lower layers is smaller than
from upper layers. When breeding is allowed between two such layers with varying
individual sizes, offspring individuals are often a hybrid of the two layers and serves
as a control mechanism for breeding average sized individuals.
Before breeding, FSALPS does an analysis of frequency count of features in the
entire population; these frequency counts are converted to probabilities that are used
for selection of terminal symbols for constructing trees/sub–trees. Due to the tree
analysis and probability generation performed in FSALPS, it was expected that the
breeding time recorded for FSALPS will be higher than ALPS but it is not the case as
seen in Figure 5.5. This is only possible because the directed feature selection mecha-
nism taken place in FSALPS also results in the generation of smaller but high-fitness
offspring with refined feature sets. Breeding using relevant features often results in
the construction of smaller and easily interpretable individuals. The expected re-
duced initialization time is not seen in Figure 5.5 because of the extra-time used in
computing the feature probabilities.
Before breeding, FSALPS does an analysis of frequency count of features in the
entire population; these frequency counts are converted to probabilities that are used
for selection of terminal symbols for constructing trees/sub-trees. Due to the tree
analysis and probability generation performed in FSALPS, it was expected that the
breeding time recorded for FSALPS will be higher than ALPS but it is not the case
as seen in Figure 5.5. This is only possible because the directed feature selection
mechanism taken place in FSALPS also results in the initialization of offspring with
refined feature sets. Breeding using relevant features often results in the construction
of smaller and easily interpretable individuals. The expected reduced initialization
time is not seen in Figure 5.5 because of the extra effort used in computing the feature
probabilities. ALPS and FSALPS regularly introduce small trees into the population.
These trees age quickly through the entire population and are responsible for the
smaller initialization time observed. Canonical on the other hand only produces
smaller trees at the start of evolution and tree size grow under evolutionary pressure.
This is responsible for the longer initialization time seen in Figure 5.5.
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5.7.6 Evaluation Time
Evaluation time is the time taken to evaluate an entire GP population. The ALPS
variants usually have fewer populations in each layer, as compared to the population
evaluated in one canonical GP generation. Evaluation time is influenced by the
amount of time used in traversing all nodes in the GP tree expression when calculating
fitness. Thus algorithms that produce smaller tree sizes have corresponding smaller
evaluation times. Canonical GP usually results in the breeding of larger trees at higher
generations as seen in Fig 5.4. The spontaneous growth in the tree size is usually
caused by crossover with huge sub trees, which also produces large bloat expressions.
The presence of bloat is supported by the fact that the average tree size plot shows a
huge margin of growth as compared to the best tree size plot (see Appendix A.4.3).
Canonical GP continuously breeds huge trees without any significant improvement
in fitness but rather increases the running time of the algorithm. The growth is
only limited by the tree depth parameter that prevents offspring from outgrowing a
specified depth. ALPS and FSALPS have an almost similar evaluation time, which is
due to the unique ability of these two strategies to breed small but strong individuals.
For all datasets considered in this work, the evaluation time for ALPS and FSALPS
are significantly smaller than what is recorded for canonical GP (see Figure 5.10).
Given that classification accuracy for the evolved classifiers were not significant, it
proves ALPS and FSALPS as a better alternative to canonical GP.
Table 5.10: Comparing mean difference between initialization and evaluation time
for each algorithm at the 0.05 significance level for Breastcancer(⊗), Ionosphere(⊕),
Pima(	) and Sonar() dataset for all 20 runs. An arrow points to the dominant
strategy while a — means there is no significant difference between the two strategies.
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical ↑⊗⊕	 ↑⊗⊕	
ALPS ←→ —⊗⊕	
FSALPS ←→
5.8 Discussion
Computational resources are finite which usually dictates the development of effi-
cient algorithms. Suboptimal algorithms are used to produce good solutions to NP
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complete problems. The time and space requirement for such algorithms are very
important as it measures their feasibility on limited computational resources. Apply-
ing direct algorithms on NP complete problems is computationally intractable due to
huge time and space requirements. In this work, we have tested the performance of
canonical, ALPS and FSALPS GP on feature selection and classification problems.
We relied on Tukey’s HSD one–way ANOVA test at 95% confidence interval to test
for differences in the various algorithms on a number of performance indicators.
We were surprised not to have noticed a significant difference classification accu-
racy results for all three strategies on the test data. The results however showed a
significant difference in feature reduction at the 95% confidence interval. Canonical
GP outperformed ALPS in terms of feature reduction. It was the case because of
the random re–introduction of new features into ALPS population. ALPS maintain
a diverse, never–converging population due to its periodic re–introduction of new in-
dividuals into the population. However, this negatively impacts the feature selection
capability of ALPS. In ALPS, new trees/sub–trees are constructed by randomly se-
lecting features from the terminal symbols (original feature vector). On the other
hand, FSALPS performs a directed feature selection by using evolved feature–counts
to dictate selection of new features during tree–initialization and sub–tree mutation
operations. FSALPS performs relevant feature subset selection while relying on ALPS
search power and overcoming the problem of premature convergence. At the 95% con-
fidence interval, FSALPS outperformed canonical and ALPS GP in selecting the most
minimal relevant features to represent the original feature vector. The superiority of
FSALPS as a dimensionality reduction strategy over canonical and ALPS proves its
usefulness as a pre–processing strategy in selecting relevant subsets of features for
data mining problems. By significantly reducing the number of features required to
describe a given data, the huge hypothesis space of a large dimensional NP com-
plete problem is significantly reduced. We have shown through the experiments that
FSALPS can reduce the curse of dimensionality problem, thus opening up a new
frontier for machine learning and data mining problems.
ALPS and FSALPS also showed very interesting results in terms of evolved solu-
tion size. When compared with canonical GP, the observed difference in tree size was
significant at the 95% confidence level. The ability of the ALPS variants to breed
smaller trees proportionally affected the time required for initializing and evaluating
trees. This was responsible for the reduced lower run–time of ALPS and FSALPS. The
huge cut in computational time and memory requirements for ALPS and FSALPS
makes them an efficient alternative to canonical especially for data mining and knowl-
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edge discovery tasks.
Chapter 6
Feature Reduction Using
Hyperspectral Image
Hyperspectral images are acquired using imaging spectrometers and have applica-
tions in areas such as resource management, agriculture, mineral exploration and
environmental monitoring. This imaging technique allows for simultaneous collection
of image data in dozens of narrow adjacent spectral bands [73] and is achieved us-
ing hyperspectral remote sensors, which are usually airborne (mostly on planes or
satellites). The study of hyperspectral images offer some benefits over remote sensing
usually due to its ability to measure a narrow band of spectra using a wide range of
wavelengths. Hyperspectral images are ideal for classifying various landforms char-
acterizations such as vegetation or diagnostic materials associated with ore deposits
[73]. This is possible because various organic and inorganic materials offer unique
absorption and reflection properties at particular bandwidths. This makes it possible
to identify specific objects of interest by carefully studying and comparing the absorp-
tion and reflectance properties of remotely acquired images with known properties of
some existing spectra. Hyperspectral images contain useful information that could be
extracted by understanding relevant ground properties and been able to relate them
to measured features on the hyperspectral data. Advancement in hyperspectral im-
ages has made it possible to detect natural resources in areas inaccessible by foot and
enhanced the understanding of mineral or natural resource distribution across wide
areas of landforms. The classical way of mapping these surface materials involves
adjustments in atmospheric effects and terrain effects then comparing the resultant
image spectra to a field acquired reflectance spectra [73].
The hyperspectral cube usually contains a large number of bands. As an example
67
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the AVIRIS1 sensor of NASA is able to take 224 different bands in the range of
0.4–2.5µm wavelength whiles the Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute sensor of
Itres Research of Canada is able to take 288 bands in the range of 0.43–0.87µm range
[73]. The large number of bandwidths considered per hyperspectral cube increases
the difficulty involved in detecting objects. This difficulty is deepened by the presence
of noise or spectra signatures from non–interesting objects such as water vapor.
GP has been used in agribusiness for the purpose of precision agriculture. Alex
dos Stantos et al.[17] used a content–based image retrieval technique that uses GP
to obtain composite descriptors from remote sensing images with an optimum–path
forest classifier, for the identification of crop regions. Chion et al.[11] used a hybrid
genetic programming and spectral vegetation index strategy to identify regions on
hyperspectral data to aid in precision farming. Rauss et al.[62] used GP for the au-
tomatic evolution of classifiers to categorize hyperspectral imagery. Mingyi et al.[28]
applied a hybrid system – GP and error–correcting output codes for the classifica-
tion of multi–spectral and hyperspectral data. Brian et al.[65] applied GP to the
Cuprite hyperspectral image for the automatic evolution of mineral identifiers. This
system leveraged the representational power of GP Canonical GP to perform feature
reduction, band reduction, and simultaneous evolution of a classifier.
We will use GP to evolve a classifier for detecting specific class labels (crops) on
an Indian pines hyperspectral data [64]. The GP system is trained using manually
selected points on each spectra of the hyperspectral image to be detected. We will
evolve separate rules that predict the various class labels under investigation. The
classifier is able to predict the presence of a class label at a given coordinate on
the hyperspectral image when supplied with vector data from a particular pixel on
the hyperspectral cube. A fitness function is used to measures the performance of
a classifier on positive and negative training examples. The best classifier of the
run is tested on all pixel objects on the hyperspectral cube to determine how best
it is able to discriminate the class labels from non–interesting objects. We will also
compare the performance of canonical GP, ALPS and FSALPS on the Indian pines
hyperspectral data. The intention is to determine which of these strategies produce
the best performance metrics especially regarding feature selection and classification
accuracy when applied to large dimensional datasets.
The Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset is a 145 by 145 pixel data obtained over
the Indian Pines test site in North–western Indiana using the AVIRIS sensor[64].
The data contains 224 spectral reflectance bands with a wavelength range of 0.4–2.5µ
1Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
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meters. The Indian Pines site predominantly consists of agriculture (two thirds), and
one third forest and other natural perennial vegetation. Other scenes on the site are
highways, rail line, housing and other built structures. The original data set acquired
from [21] contains 220 bands that were subsequently reduced to 200 bands by [64] by
removing bands 104− 108, 150− 163 and 220.
(a) Sample band of Indian Pines
dataset 2.09µm
(b) Groundtruth of Indian Pines
dataset
Figure 6.1: A sample spectral band from the Indian pins hyperspectral data and its
ground truth image
According to [64] the reduction gets rid of spectral artifacts such as water from the
earth’s absorption band and solar flux. Fig 6.1a shows an AVIRIS hyperspectral
reflectance image of the Indian Pines data at the 2.09µm bandwidth. The resulting
surface reflectance of 200 bands contains the spectral information necessary for the
identification of the classes of interest. The ground truth image for the Indian Pines
data contains 16 classes with known samples (see Fig 6.1b). The classes on the ground
truth image are listed below:
(a) Class
(b) Alfalfa
(c) Corn–notill
(d) Corn–mintill
(e) Corn
(f) Grass–pasture
(g) Grass–trees
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(h) Grass–pasture–mowed
(i) Hay–windrowed
(j) Oats
(k) Soybean–notill
(l) Soybean–mintill
(m) Soybean–clean
(n) Wheat
(o) Woods
(p) Buildings–Grass–Trees–Drives
(q) Stone–Steel–Towers
6.1 Experimental Setup
In this experiment, we will be evolving an identifier for different crops on the Indian
pines dataset. This will require training of a classifier on positive and negative ex-
amples obtained from the hyperspectral image. Positive examples are obtained from
regions on the Indian pine dataset that are to be identified and negative examples
are any other area on the image other than the region of interest. High dimensional
datasets increase the difficulty of evolving efficient classifiers therefore we will rely
on GPs ability to perform automatic feature selection. For each pixel, we normalize
the RGB color channel between 0–1 using x −min/(max −min) where max is the
maximum RGB value on the image data and min is the minimum.
Each crop type has strong distribution on particular areas of the hyperspectral
data. This means we only have low intensity spectra at the edges of the class samples
to be detected hence we do not have to evolve crop identifiers for areas with different
thresholds as done in [65] on a mineral identification problem. In this work, no special
edge filters are used to identify boundaries of resident spectra with weak reflectance,
but rather, we use the normalized pixel values to evolve classifiers for areas with high
intensity reflectance of the resident spectra.
GP is given adequate information to evolve crop identifiers for interesting regions
on the hyperspectral data. The training examples were carefully selected to include
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difficult regions with slightly low threshold of resident spectra. 95% of training exam-
ples are from regions with 100% intensity of observable reflectance of class labels. The
remaining 5% are boundary regions with reduced intensity of resident spectra. The
number of handpicked training examples used for both crops are specified in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1: Number of samples used per training class
Class Positive samples Negative samples
Corn–notill 73 102
Soybean–mintil 60 150
Our choice of GP as an evolutionary system is because of GPs dynamic represen-
tational power. We will use GP to evolve crop identifiers for the hyperspectral data.
Each GP program in the population is evaluated against all training examples and
assigned a fitness score that corresponds to how accurately it predicts the class labels.
A terminal symbol is extracted from each band and does include only one spectral
property and no spatial filters or moving filters. All 200 terminal symbols extracted
from the hyperspectral cube are normalized to floating point values. We also include
a floating–point ephemeral constant (ERC) bounded by −1 <= ERC <= 1 to help
fine tune detection of difficult areas on the spectral data. All complex computations
are carried out at program initialization phase2. At the start of evaluation, data for
terminals are parsed to individuals through array indexing (memory referencing).
The GP system used is the java based evolutionary system ECJ [66]. The system
is integrated with ALPS (see Section 3.4) and FSALPS (Section 4.2 ).
6.1.1 Parameters
The parameter listing in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 were empirically determined and are based
on best performance from previous experiments discussed in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5.
Table 6.2 contains a self–explanatory parameter listing for canonical GP. ALPS and
FSALPS are supplemented with further parameters in Table 6.3. Similar parameters
supplied in Table 6.3 override those supplied in Table 6.2.
2The program initialization phase is also the setup phase in GP. The parameter file and all other
pre–evolution operations are computed.
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In FSALPS, the normal frequency count (NFC) parameter is used in counting
terminal frequencies in an FSALPS population. The frequency count starts prior to
every bottom–layer restart after individuals are shipped to the last layer. All terminal
symbols in the FSALPS population are counted and converted to probability values
that are used to direct terminal selection during tree/sub-tree construction.
Table 6.2: Canonical GP Parameters
Parameter Definition
Number of observed Runs 20
Replacement Strategy Generational
Population size 250
Generations 1000
Selection Tournament selection = 4
Elite size 3
Initial Population ramped half-and-half
Grow Minimum 2
Grow Maximum 6
Maximum tree size 17
Crossover 90 %
Mutation 10 %
Termination criteria 100% classification accuracy or end run
Table 6.3: ALPS and FSALPS parameter settings
Parameter Definition
Number of observed Runs 20
Number of Layers 5
Offspring Selection pressure 0.8
Population per Layer 50
Elite size per layer 3
Aging scheme Polynomial (1, 2, 4, 9, 16, 25, 49, . . . )
Age gap size 5
Layer Replacement Reverse Tournament Worst (RTW)
FSALPS Probability Calculation Normal Frequency (NFC)
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6.1.2 GP Language
The GP language used is not strongly typed since all terminal symbols are floating
points. The selected language meets sufficiency requirements for a vision problem.
Each non–terminal symbol is defined to meet closure, therefore operate error–free
when supplied with floating–point arguments. The language is listed in Table 6.4. In
each function, the first argument is represented as arg0 and second argument as arg1
(arg0, arg1, arg2, ..., arg(n–1)).
Terminals for the GP tree are obtained from pixels on the spectral bands. The
Indian Pines hyperspectral data contains 200 spectral bands, which means using the
pixel–based terminal data; we are, able to extract 200 spectral data for each pixel.
An example of spectral data is shown in Figure 6.2 where each feature is obtained
using Pi(x, y) and converted to floating point between 0−1 using Equation 6.1 where
min is minimum(P0(x, y)− P200(x, y)) and max is maximum(P0(x, y)− P200(x, y))
Ti = Pi(x, y)−min/(max−min) (6.1)
Table 6.4: Function set used for both representations.
Name Representation Arity Definition
Maximum max 2 Maximum(arg0, arg1)
Minimum min 2 Minimum(arg0, arg1)
Multiplication * 2 arg0 ∗ arg1
Addition + 2 arg0 + arg1
Subtraction - 2 arg0− arg1
Protective Division % 2 {arg1/arg0, arg06=01, arg0=0
Hyperspectral bands b1– b200 0 pixel spectral from
band k
Ephemeral Constant
(ERC)
−1 <= ERC <= 1 0 Floating point con-
stant
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Figure 6.2: Hyperspectral bands
6.1.3 Fitness Function
The fitness function is designed to award an individual that correctly classifies a pixel
(Px,y ) where the target crop is resident. We do this by translating confusion matrix
metrics into a fitness value (see Equation 6.2). Correctly identified crop features
are True Positives (TP), correctly identified non–crop features are True Negatives
(TN), incorrectly identified crop features are False Positives (FP) and incorrectly
identified non–crop features are false negatives (FN). It is less effective using fitness
functions that force output of GP to binary representation of features to be detected
[60] therefore, in this work, standardized fitness (Sf ) is the total number of wrongly
classified examples (FN + FP ).
Fitness = 1− Sf∑n
i=0 Pi(x, y)
(6.2)
6.2 Results
We compare canonical, ALPS and FSALPS classification for the Indian pine hyper-
spectral data. Performance plots for training are shown in Figure 6.3. All three
strategies did not show any signs of premature convergence on a mediocre solution.
The best training individual for each strategy is applied to an unseen data, all per-
formance metrics between canonical, ALPS and FSALPS are compared at 95% con-
fidence interval using Tukey’s HSD (honest significant difference) test [75]. In the
result tables for the one–way ANOVA using Tukey’s HSD , an arrow points in the
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direction (row or column) of the strategy that is statistically dominant at the 95%
confidence level.
(a) Corn–notill
(b) Soybean–mintil
Figure 6.3: Training performance plot
6.2.1 Classification Accuracy
The best–evolved classifier obtained from training is applied to the test data. Testing
is done to show how the crop identifier classifiers unseen objects (pixels) on the entire
field. The performance will also confirm if the evolved classifier is not over–fitted to
the training data. The Corn–notill class contains 5.18% of the total samples avail-
able on each hyperspectral band while Soybean–mintil covers 18.30% per band of
the hyperspectral cube. Performance plots (see Table 6.5 for interpretation of col-
ors) showing how each algorithm performed on the hyperspectral image is shown
in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 for canonical, ALPS and FSALPS respec-
tively. When considering Corn–notill, non–“Corn–notill”samples make up 94.82% of
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the total hyperspectral data. GP could simply evolve a classifier that identifies only
non–“Corn–notill”samples and still have an above average score. However our inter-
est is in getting a crop identifier for the class under investigation. The raw percentage
scores of classification accuracy are recorded in Table 6.6 for Corn–notill and Soy-
bean–mintil. All three strategies performed very well on Corn–notill as opposed to
Soybean–mintil. An ANOVA test using Tukey’s HSD test at 95% confidence interval
did not reveal any statistically significant difference between canonical, ALPS and
FSALPS.
Table 6.5: Performance image legend.
Confusion Matrix Color Representation
True Positive (TP) Green
True Negative (TN) Black
False Positive (FP) Red
False Negative (FN) Yellow
(a) Best canonical detection (b) Best canonical TP
Figure 6.4: Classification results for map area using canonical GP with (a) 92.51%
classification accuracy with 40.09% detection of total TP and 95.39% detection of TN
(b) highest detection of TP with 71.65% TP and 88.94% TN
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(a) Best ALPS detection (b) Best ALPS TP
Figure 6.5: Classification results for map area using ALPS GP with (a) 93.69% clas-
sification accuracy with 37.06% detection of total TP and 96.78% detection of TN
(b) highest detection of TP with 71.01% TP and 88.92% TN
(a) Best FSALPS detection (b) Best FSALPS TP
Figure 6.6: Classification results for map area using FSALPS GP with (a) 92.16%
classification accuracy with 58.81% detection of total TP and 93.98% detection of TN
(b) highest detection of TP with 74.50% TP and 90.97% TN
Given that the GP language used a single spectral property per pixel, without
any spatial operators, the performance recorded for each algorithm seems good. The
evolved classifiers in correctly identified difficult areas on the hyperspectral image
such as similar crops, roadways with similarity to some crops, and boundaries of class
regions under investigation. Some of these problems can be overcome by expanding
the GP language to include multiple spectral properties for each pixel, as well as
introducing spatial operators such as area filters.
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FSALPS evolved more generalized solutions with highest detection of positive
cases unlike canonical and ALPS that focused on detection of the much bigger area
of negative examples on the Pines data. This result is consistent with both classes
tested on the spectra data. A detailed discussion on classification accuracy of a second
class on the Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset (soybean–mintil) is done in Appendix
B.1.1.
Canonical ALPS FSALPS
Average Best Average Best Average Best
Corn–notill 87.07 92.52 88.02 93.69 86.64 92.16
Soybean–mintil 65.03 78.78 64.12 77.36 63.96 74.30
Table 6.6: Classification accuracy for best evolved crop identifiers on the Indian Pines
hyperspectral data
6.2.2 Feature reduction
The hyperspectral dataset contains 200 features per spectral pixel. We seek to use
a GP based evolutionary algorithm that significantly reduces the number of features
required to accurately represent the problem. After applying all three algorithms to
the problem set, Table 6.7 highlights key feature reduction data obtained. The data
in Table 6.7 is obtained by analyzing the best solution tree for each strategy at the
end of a run. By extracting information such as minimum, maximum and average
of features contained within the best solution–tree, the summary table immediately
shows that overall feature reduction is happening. This type of analysis is not biased
towards the number of times a feature might have been used in bloat expressions but
rather measures the availability of unique features in an individual.
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Table 6.7: Minimum (Min), maximum(Max) , average (Avg) and Standard Devia-
tion (StD) number of unique objectives found in the solution set for each dataset.
Total objectives considered for each dataset including ERC is: Corn–notill 201 and
Soybean–mintil 201
Canonical ALPS FSALPS
Corn–notill Min 18 31 7
Max 52 84 35
Avg 31.65 54.25 20.05
StD 9.66 14.61 8.73
Soybean–mintil Min 17 29 7
Max 45 76 29
Avg 29.7 55.7 20.95
StD 9.02 10.42 6.64
Table 6.8: Comparing mean difference between feature selection performed for each
strategy at the 0.05 significance level for Corn–notill(⊗) and Soybean–mintil(⊕)
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical ←⊗⊕ ↑⊗⊕
ALPS — ↑⊗⊕
FSALPS —
We used an ANOVA test at 95% significance interval to compare feature reduction
between all 20 runs, for all algorithms using Tukey’s HSD one–way ANOVA test (see
results in Table 6.8). FSALPS significantly outperformed canonical and ALPS for
both crop types on feature reduction. On the other hand canonical GP outperformed
ALPS in feature reduction. ALPS had the least feature reduction due to the regu-
lar introduction of new individuals into the bottom layer (constructed using random
selection of terminal symbols). Although the random introduction of new features is
responsible for ALPS ability to overcome premature convergence, it also re–introduces
lots of features into the ALPS population after they had been previously removed.
FSALPS addresses this shortfall in ALPS using its unique ability to perform tree
construction using evolved feature probabilities. This means FSALPS is able to over-
come the problem of premature convergence, perform feature ranking and construct
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classifiers with high classification accuracy. The consistency in feature reduction by
FSALPS is seen in the smaller values of standard deviation for all 20 runs, which
proves that FSALPS becomes more stable with respect to feature selection.
(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4
Figure 6.7: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS–run
with minimum number of selected features. Layer 4 ended with 7 features testing
classification accuracy of 80.48%
Figure 6.73 overall contribution of features (each color band represents a feature)
within an FSALPS layer. Evolution begins in layer 0 (Figure 6.7a) using equal prob-
ability distribution for all 201 features. Feature selection dynamics change when the
first set of individuals is shipped to the last layer (Figure 6.7e) around evaluation
3additional plots for both classes are provided in Appendix B.2
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26500. Once layer 4 becomes active, a feature count is initiated immediately before
the next layer 0 restart. The feature count is converted to probabilities and used for
feature selection during tree initialization or sub–tree construction during mutation
operations. All other layers take shape from the evolved probability distribution.
FSALPS ended with 7 out of the initial 201 features, thereby reducing the hypothesis
space from 2201 to 27. Appendix B.2 discusses feature selection in best solution trees
of canonical, ALPS and FSALPS.
Figure 6.8 compares layer 0 feature selection in ALPS and FSALPS. Selection
of features in layer 0 of ALPS is always done randomly (see Appendix B for a dis-
cussion of ALPS feature selection). This illustrates why ALPS has the least feature
selection among the three strategies. Canonical GP randomly selects features during
tree initialization and only adds new features when performing mutation in higher
generations. Introduction of new features in canonical GP through mutation is not
guaranteed and depends on mutation probability (10% in this experiment). After
initialization in canonical GP, new features are hardly introduced in higher canonical
generations and could easily plunge the evolutionary system into an early convergence.
(a) ALPS Layer 0 (b) FSALPS Layer 0
Figure 6.8: Percentage contribution of features in Layer 0 of (a) FSALPS and (b)
ALPS. FSALPS is more stable than ALPS
6.2.3 Tree Size and Memory Usage
The size of a tree expression is measured by counting the number of nodes contained
in a tree. The tree–size gives an idea of the memory requirements needed to run an
algorithm. ALPS and FSALPS often produce very portable solutions as compared
to canonical GP. The ALPS variants regularly (every age–gap generations) introduce
new individuals into the bottom layer. Cross breeding between adjacent layers is
allowed. Hybrid offspring (produced by breeding parent individuals from two adja-
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cent layers) often transfer the small sized properties of bottom layer individuals to
the higher layers. Figure 6.9 shows the rate of growth of solution trees within each
strategy. Canonical has a higher rate of growth. In canonical GP, breeding is allowed
between the entire population. The population is initialized once and fitness–based
evolutionary selection pressure forces breeding between highly fit but often–large in-
dividuals.
In Table 6.9, we compared the difference in tree sizes using Tukey’s HSD ANOVA
test. The results confirm that the tree sizes of ALPS and FSALPS are significantly
smaller than canonical GP. The results are consistent with both crop classes investi-
gated in this work. See Appendix B.1.2 for further discussion on memory utilization
by canonical, ALPS and FSALPS. Sample tree solutions are shown in Appendix B.3
as LISP S–Expressions.
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6.2.4 Time analysis
Two time components were analyzed —initialization (Figure 6.10) and execution
time. Initialization time is the total time taken to breed the initial population. For
subsequent generations, initialization time is how long the previous generation took
to breed a new population. Evaluation time is the total time taken to evaluate
a complete GP population. Both time factors are directly proportional to solution
sizes. Table 6.9 reveals a significant difference between the three strategies with ALPS
and FSALPS leading canonical at the 95% confidence interval. The time factor is
consistent with the smaller tree sizes produced in ALPS and FSALPS.
Table 6.9: Comparing mean difference between best solution tree-size for each strategy
at the 0.05 significance level for Corn–notill(⊗) and
Soybean–mintil(⊕)
ALPS FSALPS
Canonical ↑⊗⊕ ↑⊗⊕
ALPS — —⊗⊕
FSALPS —
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(a) Corn–notill
(b) Soybean–mintil
Figure 6.10: Initialization time using 250,000 evaluations
6.3 Discussion
We used a number of criteria to measure the performance of the evolved classifiers
towards identification of spectral features. A training individual with the highest
classification accuracy after an evolutionary run is used to identify spectral features
on untrained areas of the hyperspectral image. The GP language used was very
basic yet classification accuracy for all three strategies was good. Using Tukey’s
HSD ANOVA test, we did not find a significant difference in classification accuracy
at the 95% confidence interval. It was a surprise that feature reduction did NOT
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result in significantly improved feature classification accuracy, contrary to common
expectations. Future work might increase the language choice to include some spatial
primitives. Also, expanding the language to include other spectral properties as done
in [65] will improve identification of edges and increase the classification accuracy.
The classification function is able to discriminate a crop in the context of other
crops or features available on the hyperspectral image. The training data was obtained
by handpicking few samples distributed across the entire data. To further test the
reliability of our constructed classifier, future work must consider testing the classifier
on other similar geographical regions. This process will show the generality of the
evolved classifier and prove that the obtained classifier is not fitted to the specified
geographical region in this work. Another area that can be improved in future work is
with regards to how data is obtained for training. Statistical sampling should be used
to select samples that are adequate to represent various regions on the hyperspectral
image.
FSALPS and ALPS are more efficient strategies than canonical GP in terms of
time and space requirements. FSALPS and ALPS consistently produced smaller
solution trees with smaller evaluation time when compared with canonical GP. The
time and memory required to run either algorithms were significantly better as well.
FSALPS emerged as a dominant feature selection technique and recorded a more
stable feature selection that is consistent with all runs. It has the unique ability to
improve diversity while translating feature ranks into selection of features during tree
initialization and sub–tree construction. Thus, FSALPS performs feature selection
while avoiding premature convergence through random introduction of new individ-
uals. The feature count strategy used in the FSALPS algorithm does not actively
avoid bloat expressions and could reduce relevance of feature ranks generated from
feature–probabilities. Future work in FSALPS can integrate a bloat scanning opera-
tion that avoids bloat expressions in a tree. Even though the language used in this
work keeps bloat expressions at a minimal, an alternative improvement, (but more
difficult strategy) is to come up with a GP language that prevents bloat.
It is difficult to say an algorithm is much better than the other [13]. However, given
the above experiments, FSALPS emerged as superior when considering all bench-
marks used in measuring performance of all three algorithms.
Chapter 7
Comparisons to related work
In this work, we examined the performance of canonical GP, ALPS and FSALPS on
varied classification datasets. In this chapter, we include brief comparison of our work
with related literature. The discrepancy in the comparisons we make with published
data from related literature is informal and cannot be entirely relied upon due to
varied parameter settings and experimental conditions.
7.1 Classification Experiments
In a related work, [26] used a variation of ALPS called spatial co–evolution ALPS
(SCALPS). Although Harper[26] did not discuss how SCALPS performs on feature
selection, SCALP was found to avoid bloat on a bivariate regression problem even
though no express bloat reduction strategy was implemented. SCALP produced
short, general solution trees on a classification dataset (human oral bioavailability
pre–diction) as opposed to the larger trees produced by operator equalization and
canonical GP, which happens to be consistent with our work. In this work, we found
FSALPS and ALPS exhibiting both properties of smaller but highly generalizable
trees on all classification data sets. In the work of [20], Pedro et al. identified com-
putational cost and bloat as two main pitfalls associated with the use of GP-based
classifiers. The ability of FSALPS and ALPS to produce smaller solution trees trans-
lated into less memory and time requirements needed to complete an evolutionary
run. FSALPS emerged as the preferred choice due to its dual ability to perform
feature reduction while reducing effects of bloat.
In [9] a modified version of GA called CHCGA[19] algorithm was used for fea-
ture selection with an external classifier. We compare our feature selection results
to the wrapper based implementation of CHCGA for feature selection in [19] using
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Pima Indians diabetes and Ionosphere datasets. Table 7.1 shows two variations of
experiments done with the CHCGA strategy using two different classifiers. In both
instances, FSALPS outperformed both strategies with higher classification accuracy
and a smaller feature subset. In the Ionosphere dataset for instance, there were many
unreported runs of FSALPS dominating the CHCGA strategy.
Table 7.1: Comparing feature reduction (Features) and Maximum Classification Ac-
curacy(Max CA) experimental results between FSALPS and CHCGA with Support
Vector Machine(SVM) and Radial Basis Function(RBF) classifiers[9]. Pima (Total =
9), Ionosphere (Total = 35)
Dataset CHCGA + SVM CHCGA + RBF FSALPS
Pima
Features
Max CA
7
80.47
7
76.82
5
88.24
Ionosphere
Features
Max CA
16
94.27
16
94.29
9
94.44
11
100.0
In a similar experiment, Smith et al.[71] used GP for feature creation with a GA
feature selector. The GA and GP (GAP) based feature selection and classification
relied on GP, C4.5, k-nearest neighbor, Naive Bayes classifiers for the Pima Indians
Diabetes, Sonar, Ionosphere and Sonar dataset (all of which were used in this work).
Best results obtained from [71] and other reported classification performance values
captured in [71] are compared with FSALPS in Table 7.2. Table 7.2 and 7.3 compares
reported feature selection and classification experiments in related literature. We
show values of dominating strategies in bold with FSALPS dominating most of the
reported results.
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Table 7.2: Comparing performance of classifiers obtained in [71] with other reported
results on Ionosphere(Total : 34), Pima Indians Diabetes (Pima, Total : 8), Sonar
(Total : 60) and Wisconsin Breast Cancer –New (WBC New, Total : 30). For each
of the datasets an ephemeral data set was added.
Pima WBC New Ionosphere Sonar
CHCGA+SVM[9] 80.47 – 94.27 –
CHCGA+RBF[9] 76.82 – 94.29 –
GAP (avg)[72] 75.72 96.14 89.90 85.57
Simple Meta[72] 76.04 95.09 89.82 86.64
GAP (best)[72] 79.62 98.86 96.17 96.42
C4.5[72] 67.94 – – 69.69
HIDER[72] 74.10 – – 56.93
XCS[72] 68.62 – – 53.41
O.F.A[72] 69.80 – – 79.96
LVSM[72] 78.12 – – –
Krawiec[72] 76.41 – – –
GAP (J48)[71] 73.64 95.71 90.69 75.89
GAP (IBK)[71] 68.96 94.82 91.38 83.72
GAP (NB)[71] 75.77 96.75 90.60 77.64
C4.5(J48)[71] 73.32 93.88 89.82 73.86
IBK[71] 69.90 95.44 86.95 86.65
N.B.[71] 75.13 93.26 82.37 67.16
FSALPS(avg) 74.03 93.82 90.65 74.36
FSALPS(best) 94.12 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 7.3: Comparing feature selection of some published strategies and FSALPS
using Ionosphere(Iono., Total : 34), Pima Indians Diabetes (Pima, Total : 8), Sonar
(Total : 60) and Wisconsin Breast Cancer - New (WBC New, Total : 30). For each
of the datasets an ephemeral data set was added.
Research Pima WBC New Ionosphere Sonar
CHCGA + SVM [9] Min 7 – 16 –
CHCGA + RBF [9] Min 7 – 16 –
[72] Min – – – –
Avg 6.4 15.7 19.7 38.0
FSALPS Min 3 5 7 7
Avg 6.4 9.3 12.75 16.85
7.2 Hyperspectral
We handpicked our training examples just as was done in [65, 62]. Ross et al.[65] used
canonical GP to evolve mineral identifiers for the Cuprite area. FSALPS achieved
remarkable classification accuracy using a very simple GP language without having
to use thresholds that maximize presence of target class labels as done in [65]. In
our results, FSALPS shows smaller trees, but less sophisticated visual classification
language.
Le et al.[47] used a hybrid GA and SVM system to perform band reduction on
two benchmark hyperspectral data sets — Washington DC Mall data set and the
Indian Pine data set. Their work used 202 out of the original 220 bands by eliminated
18 affected bands. We proceed to compare our work with the related work reported
by Le et. al.[47]. The comparison done here is not entirely accurate due to varying
experimental conditions and different parameter settings. Some of the notable dispar-
ities arise from the use of 10–fold while we used 20–fold, multi–class classification as
against single-class classification, etc. We assume the results presented in their report
are reflective of the average performance per class on the Pima Indians hyperspectral
image. We include in Table 7.4 a comparison of three search algorithms proposed
by Serpico et al.[68] that was tested on the Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset and
reported by [47]. Le et al.[47] differ from Serpico et al.[68] mainly in the classifiers
employed in their work –the former used SVM and the latter used a MAP classifier.
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Table 7.4: Comparing feature(spectral bands) selection of FSALPS corn–notil class
with related work on Indian Pines hyperspectral data.
Algorithms Number of bands Min accuracy Max accuracy Avg Accuracy
All bands(SVM)[47] 202 83.29 83.29 83.29
SFBE (SVM)[47] 26 86.59 86.59 86.59
FCBE (SVM)[47] 26 86.48 86.48 86.48
SABE (SVM)[47] 28 86.64 86.64 86.64
CGGS + BB[47] 12 83.32 84.66 83.95
SFBE[68] 26 81.30 81.30 81.30
FCBE[68] 26 81.46 81.46 81.46
SABE[68] 28 81.57 81.57 81.57
FSALPS1 20.05 72.16 92.16 86.64
The average number of bands used in FSALPS is consistent with reported values
in related research[5, 24, 68], that shows that a minimum of 20 bands are needed
to accurately represent the Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset. FSALPS has shown
great success as a feature reduction and classification algorithm. We have included
key future work suggestions that will further improve the performance indicators.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have exploited the dynamic representational formalism of GP to
perform feature selection and classification. In this chapter, we will summarize the
various findings obtained from the different experiments and look at possible future
directions to this research.
8.1 Conclusion
GP is an adaptive machine learning technique that does not require expert do-
main knowledge to represent a problem. We showed this by using GP to represent
various classification problems including Pima Indians diabetes[48], breast cancer
diagnostic[48], ionosphere[48], sonar[48] and the Indian Pines hyperspectral image[64].
We compared the performance of canonical, ALPS and FSALPS using some key per-
formance indicators; the results were consistent for all datasets.
The main goal of this research is to compare how the various strategies performed
on feature selection and classification problems. We were looking for an efficient
strategy that selected relevant subset from a given feature vector – this subset should
be more representative of the problem and produce a classification accuracy that
is at least as good as the original feature vector. FSALPS emerged dominant over
canonical and ALPS as a preferred feature selection strategy in terms of a significant
reduction in the size of the feature subset used to represent the original feature vectors.
FSALPS is thus the best alternative when considering a preprocessing technique for
a data mining and knowledge discovery task. On the other hand, ALPS emerged as
the least effective in terms of feature reduction. This is explained by the random
introduction of new features without necessarily considering the relevance of those
features. The bottom layer is very noisy and migrates its individuals through higher
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layers. The one–time initialization that happens in canonical GP allows features to
evolve through higher generations. Meanwhile, restricting the entire population to
features selected during initialization increases the probability of converging the entire
population on a mediocre fitness, especially if some relevant features are missing in
the population. Mutation operations in canonical GP seek to address this problem
through the random selection of features to construct sub–trees. Given the low rate
of mutation (mutation rate is usually kept low to prevent random walk), feature
selection is ineffective.
FSALPS overcomes these inherent limitations in canonical GP and ALPS by com-
bining the strengths of both algorithms. More importantly, FSALPS is powered by a
novel feature probability calculation that does a directed feature search without com-
pletely eliminating a feature. Rather, FSALPS directs the search process by using
the evolved feature frequencies in the selection of terminals for the construction of GP
tree expressions. It is very important that the system does not completely eliminate
any feature to forestall possible premature convergence. Also, feature selection in
FSALPS is very stable in all experiments when compared to canonical and ALPS.
We are able to conclude that the individual features in the best–evolved solutions
of FSALPS are relevant because the FSALPS strategy produced highly competitive
classification accuracy to canonical and ALPS.
Surprisingly, FSALPS solutions did not score significantly higher classification
accuracy than canonical and ALPS GP contrary to common expectations that simpler
search space means more accurate classifiers. Canonical GP and ALPS are able to
compensate and sacrifice feature selection for classification accuracy.
We also analyzed the resource requirements for running canonical GP, ALPS and
FSALPS GP. The time used to complete an ALPS and FSALPS run was significantly
lower than that of canonical GP. ALPS and FSALPS regularly introduced new in-
dividuals into the bottom layer. These small individuals quickly migrate into higher
layers and very often end up replacing some of their larger ancestors. Consequently,
small but effective individuals from different fitness basins reside through the entire
layered–population. Due to the restricted inter–layer breeding imposed on ALPS
and FSALPS, genetic operations (such as crossover) usually breed hybrid offspring
individuals that are a result of separate fitness basins. The tree size factor remains
fairly stable because of slight differences in observed tree–size in adjacent layers of
the ALPS variants. The stabilization in growth of tree–size observed in higher gen-
erations of ALPS and FSALPS translated into the stable and reduced time required
to complete an ALPS and FSALPS run. The minimal time and space complexity
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requirement observed for ALPS and FSALPS were consistent in all datasets, thus
emphasizing the efficient nature of these strategies.
8.2 Future Work
We have shown FSALPS as an effective feature reduction strategy, however we have
noted some shortfalls that if addressed, could improve the feature selection and clas-
sification performance of FSALPS.
8.2.1 Detection of Bloat
The feature ranking system used in FSALPS relies on feature–frequency counts per-
formed on the population. The feature–frequencies will be more representative rele-
vant of features if bloat expressions are actively avoided during feature counts. We
have implemented some strategies in our tree based representation to reduce the oc-
currence of bloat such as the refinement of GP language and parsimony pressure.
Although it will be difficult to completely eliminate bloat expressions, new strategies
could further reduce or minimize their influence on feature counts.
1. Size Fair Crossover:
Two parents are selected for cross breeding using fitness–based tournament
selection[42]. A crossover point is determined in the first parent and the size
of the sub–tree at the crossover point is calculated. The crossover point from
the second parent is selected such that the sub–tree is of the same size as the
sub–tree selected from the first parent. In our work, we empirically determined
a crossover rate of 90 + %, which means breeding often takes place through
crossover. Applying this bloat reduction mechanism involves choosing the right
size parent and repeated traversal of sub–trees of the second parent to select
the optimal crossover point. The computational overhead is expensive and will
significantly increase breeding time for FSALPS. Since one key aspect of this
work was to reduce computational time, the size fair crossover was not used,
and so we relied on other less expensive strategies.
2. Program simplifier: This approach involves the use of a program that is called
after breeding to scan and eliminate bloat expressions from all individuals. The
scan and elimination process will shoot up computational requirements and
render the algorithm more expensive to execute.
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8.2.2 Re–run Using Reduced Feature Set
Future work could use the reduced feature as a base feature set to run an experiment
on the same problem. With fewer features, the search space is reduced and solutions
may be easier to find.
8.2.3 Incorporating Feature Extraction into FSALPS
Feature mining includes feature selection and feature extraction. Feature extraction is
a well–known pre–processing technique that is used in data mining tasks[9, 20]. There
are situations where the original feature vectors are not representative of the given
problem and will require the discovery of interesting hidden relationships between
the features. GP has the unique ability to construct such composite features by
evaluating the tree expressions to produce a linear or non–linear combination of the
original feature vector. Thus it is possible to exploit GPs representational power
to construct a hybrid FSALPS system that performs feature selection and feature
extraction as done in [49]. We believe the hybrid system will facilitate the discovery
of new relevant features leading to improved classification accuracy and a more refined
feature subset.
8.2.4 GP Language for Hyperspectral Image
In our work on the Indians Pines hyperspectral data, we used a very basic terminal
language that represented raw pixel values obtained from the various spectral bands.
Improved results may arise when spatial operators and other spectral properties[65]
are added to the GP language. These additions could easily facilitate detection of
more difficult regions (e.g. boundaries and edges) on the hyperspectral image.
8.2.5 Multi–Classification
Most of the problems investigated in this work involved binary classifications. The
hyperspectral data considered was a multi–classification problem that was handled
as binary classification by evolving crop–identifiers for each crop of interest. Given
the search power and feature selection ability of FSALPS, it will be interesting to
directly tackle multi–class problems using FSALPS. A successful representation of a
multi–class problem in a GP domain means we are able to evolve a GP expression
that simultaneously discriminates multiple classes on the hyperspectral data. This
will lead to much simplified solution for multi–class problems.
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8.2.6 Fitness Function
We used classification accuracy to measure fitness of GP individuals. There are
a number of criteria that could be used to evaluate fitness of a feature selection
problem, such as sensitivity, specificity, information gain, maximum relevance, feature
correlation and mutual information[9]. Some of these performance indicators measure
performance of an entire feature subset, or individual feature relevance based on how
unique features discriminate class labels, or rank a feature based how it compares to
other features. It will be interesting to know how a multi–objective fitness evaluation
combines a number of such criteria to score GP individuals without introducing any
biases. By considering multiple fitness objectives, it should be possible to attain a
feature set with more relevant features and a corresponding higher prediction of class
labels.
8.2.7 Frequency Count for Non-terminal Symbols
In this work, we performed frequency count for only terminal symbols (features).
Since a GP expression is composed of terminals and non–terminals, another dimension
to this research is to investigate how ranking of non–terminal symbols will direct the
search process. Such ranks are then used during construction of tree expressions. The
implementation of this strategy will mean a holistic evolution of relevant nodes in the
entire population. Another merit of such an implementation will be improvement in
classifiers or extracted features (when performing feature extraction).
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Appendix A
Further Experimental Analysis
A.1 ALPS Setup
In Figure A.1, six ALPS layers were run using the Pima Indians Diabetes dataset.
Evolution starts from the bottom (layer 0) and progresses until individuals are old
enough to migrate to layer 1. This usually happens for every “age-gap”generations
for generational replacement or “age–gap * layer–0 population–size”evaluations for
steady state replacement. Highly fit and older individuals automatically bubble into
higher layers and can be seen in Fig A.2. Only the best individual in the last layer
(Layer 5 Figure A.1) is guaranteed to stay until a stronger individual from the bottom
layer replaces it.
(a) Generational Replacement (b) Steady State Replacment
Figure A.1: ALPSGP on Pima Indians Diabetes dataset using two replacement strate-
gies
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(a) ALPS GA (b) ALPS GP
Figure A.2: (a)Comparing ALPSGA Steady State and Generational replacement
strategy on a Max-Ones Problem and (b)Pima Indians Diabetes dataset using two
replacement strategies
A.1.1 Ageing Scheme
Two similar ALPS configurations with varying age schemes were tested on the same
dataset and the results for the linear (Figure A.3a and A.3c) and polynomial (Figure
A.3b and A.3d) ageing schemes are shown in Figure A.3. Each of the aging schemes
offered a unique age limit for all layers. The maximum allowed age value for a layer
affects how long evolution proceeds in a particular layer and was observed to have
an effect on the quality of solution. It was observed that the polynomial ageing
scheme outperformed the linear ageing scheme and could be attributed to the fact
that evolution progresses for a longer number of generations in lower layers before
individuals age into upper layers.
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(a) Linear(Generational) (b) Polynomial(Generational)
(c) Linear(Steady State) (d) Polynomial(Steady State)
Figure A.3: ALPSGA Steady State and Generational Replacement strategies on two
Ageing Schemes
In the generational replacement strategy new offspring individuals are bred to
replace the next generation of evolution while in the steady state strategy, offspring
individuals compete with their ancestors (and parents) in the same population. These
two strategies (see Figure A.3 ) do not show any significant difference in performance
but exhibited some problem–dependent differences. In Figure A.3c, the steady state
ALPS discovered the ideal individual and had a better training performance than
generational ALPS whereas in Figure A.1 on a different problem set, generational
ALPS outperformed the steady state ALPS. The choice for either strategies on an
experiment is purely based on convenience therefore other major experimentations in
this work used generational replacement strategy.
A.2 Diversity Enhancement
The ALPS variant has consistently shown its relevance as a diversity enhancement
strategy during training. This is shown by the continuous improvement recorded even
when canonical GP was stuck in local optima (see Figure A.2). Both plots in Figure
A.2 only feature the last layer (layer 5) which contains the best individuals. The
reader is referred to [29] for a thorough discussion on the behavior of ALPS and how
it serves as a better meta-heuristic to the canonical strategy.
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A.3 Feature Count and Probability Calculation
A frequency count system is started when individuals are shipped into the last layer.
The Pima Indians Diabetes dataset consisted of 8 features plus an ephemeral constant.
When evolution begins, the system attempts to use the default probability values for
each terminal symbol and switches to evolution–based probability calculation when
the last layer is started. If no default probability values are specified in the parameter
file, an equal probability is assumed for each terminal symbol at the very first start of
evolution in the bottom layer. This means all terminal symbols have the same chance
of selection when generating tree expressions.
Figure A.4: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS run
using Pima Indians Diabetes dataset. Evolution was initialized using equal probability
settings for all features
In the first test, the FSALPS system was run without performing a frequency
count; this means that the system was to run using only the default probability
values of terminals. Figure A.4 shows an equal selection process for the bottom layer
in a complete FSALPS run. This is different from what goes on in an ALPS run
where feature selection is always done randomly. Each color band in Figure A.4
represents a feature and the distribution is observed to be fairly uniform through the
entire run for all bottom–layer restarts. This also means that during mutation, each
random sub–tree constructed uses an equal probability in the selection of the terminal
symbols.
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Figure A.5: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the ALPS run using
Sonar dataset. Evolution was initialized with equal probability settings for all 60
features and performing periodic feature count and feature probability calculation
FSALPS is used to facilitate GPs default feature selection process. The directed
feature selection process is done without restricting the search space to solutions
within a non–promising area of the fitness landscape. At any point in the evolution
process, features are not completely eliminated; but rather, they have a small chance
to reappear.
In Figure A.6, probability values were computed using frequency count from the
last layer. The feature selection process recorded for this approach is greedy. For
instance, the 61–feature sonar dataset was reduced to 10 features in the entire pop-
ulation by the end of the run. Although the ideal individual was found with only 10
features (see Figure A.6i), the solution tree was not generalizable to unseen data re-
sulting in a poor testing performance. The likely problem of over fitting due to rapid
feature elimination necessitated a new approach in which feature count is performed
on the entire population instead of only the last layer. It is expected that the most
relevant features will have higher counts in the population. We developed a number
of feature count strategies (see Section 4.3) that guarantees that less relevant features
are not completely eliminated at any point in the evolution process.
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(a) L0 (b) L1 (c) L2
(d) L3 (e) L4 (f) L5
(g) L7 (h) L8 (i) L9
Figure A.6: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS run
using feature frequency count of only L9
In Figure A.7 (a and c) a change in the distribution is noticed around evaluation
200, 000 when individuals appeared in the last layer. In Figure A.7, two separate
runs of FSALPS are shown; one shows a feature reduction from 9 to 6 while the other
did not eliminate any feature. The bottom layer begins with an equal probability
value for all features. The frequency count process is started immediately individuals
are introduced into the last layer and for every other restart in the bottom layer.
A similar frequency calculation using the entire population was done on the Sonar
dataset. This time around, the feature selection process was less greedy and produced
a final classifier that is more generalizable.
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(a) Bottom Layer (No feature reduction) (b) Last Layer (No feature reduction)
(c) Bottom Layer (feature reduction) (d) Last Layer (feature reduction)
Figure A.7: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS run on
Pima Indians Diabetes dataset
A.4 Results
Further discussion and diagrams for the classifications experiments are discussed here.
A.4.1 Training Performance
Canonical GP, ALPS and FSALPS were run on training examples for 250, 000 evalu-
ations. Results of training are shown in the performance plot in Figure A.8. We did
not find any signs of premature convergence in all three strategies.
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A.4.2 Feature Analysis
FSALPS emerged as a superior feature reduction technique in all 4 datasets. Out of
the three strategies, FSALPS used the list features for each dataset with correspond-
ing high classification accuracy. Figure A.12 — A.20 shows a plot of how features
evolved in the population of each strategy studied. In these diagrams it becomes
very obvious why canonical GP could easily land in premature convergence if longer
evaluations where observed, this is due to reliance on features selected during initial-
ization. This inherent problem in could be overcome by increasing the mutation rate
in canonical GP. The problem with an increased mutation rate is “random walk”,
which could adversely affect evolution of good chromosomes. ALPS was the least
feature selection strategy due to regular introduction of random features (see Layer
0 of ALPS plots) into the population without considering relevance of such features
in the GP population.
(a) Best Individual (b) Individual with minimum features
Figure A.9: Pima: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical GP run
with (a) overall best individual had 9 features and 94.12% classification accuracy
(b) minimum features had best individual with 7 features and 52.94% classification
accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.10: Pima: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the ALPS
run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 8 features and 88.23% classification
accuracy (f) the best also individual scored the minimum number of features
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.11: Pima: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS
run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 9 features and 94.12% classification
accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 3 features and 75%
classification accuracy.
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(a) Best Individual (b) Individual with minimum features
Figure A.12: Breastcancer: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical GP
run with (a) overall best individual had 13 features and 100.00% classification accu-
racy (b) minimum features had best individual with 12 features and 96.43% classifi-
cation accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.13: Breastcancer: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
ALPS run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 21 features and 100.00%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 6 features
and 89.66% classification accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.14: Breastcancer: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
FSALPS run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 6 features and 100.00%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 5 features
and 96.55% classification accuracy.
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(a) Best Individual (b) Individual with minimum features
Figure A.15: Ionosphere: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical GP run
with (a) overall best individual had 14 features and 100.00% classification accuracy
(b) minimum features had best individual with 9 features and 77.78% classification
accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.16: Ionosphere: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
ALPS run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 19 features and 100.00%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 13 features
and 88.24% classification accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.17: Ionosphere: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
FSALPS run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 11 features and 100.00%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 7 features
and 88.89% classification accuracy.
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(a) Best Individual (b) Individual with minimum features
Figure A.18: Sonar: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical GP run
with (a) overall best individual had 27 features and 100.00% classification accuracy
(b) minimum features had best individual with 16 features and 70.00% classification
accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.19: Sonar: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the ALPS
run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 45 features and 100.00% classification
accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 28 features and 70%
classification accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure A.20: Sonar: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the FSALPS
run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 27 features and 100.00% classification
accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 7 features and 80.00%
classification accuracy.
A.4.3 Performance Analysis
In Figure A.21, we look at the growth of tree size per run for each experiment. The
results were consistent for all datasets. ALPS and FSALPS consistently produced
smaller and more efficient trees when compared to canonical GP. The growth in tree
size of the best individual per run (see Figure A.23) or per generation (see Figure
A.22) in canonical GP does not happen at a faster rate as growth in average tree size
per run in canonical GP. The rapid growth in tree–size in Figure A.21 shows evidence
of bloat (large but ineffective individuals).
The space and time complexity for all three algorithms are measured by plotting
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a logarithmic plot of the time and tree size used for each strategy. In Figure A.24
and Figure A.25 the rate of growth of canonical GP is exponential and approximates
to the order of growth of O(n2)) when compared to ALPS and FSALPS that are
approximately between O(n) and O(nlog(n)). The time and memory stabilization
achieved by ALPS and FSALPS makes them resource efficient and are more suitable
in handling large problems that will usually require huge resources.
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A.4.4 Solution Trees
Due to the huge size of tree expressions (especially for canonical), we included very
few of the best solution trees for each of the strategies and mostly excluded results of
canonical GP. The LISP S-Expressions are reflective of the tree size plots shown in
Figure A.21d — A.23.
(- (% (+ (+ (- (% (- (% (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27)
(+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc24))) wdbc27) (+ wdbc24 (% (+ (* wdbc24 wdbc12)
(min wdbc27 wdbc18)) wdbc27))) (- (% (+ (+ (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) (% (- (%
(+ wdbc24 (min (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc18)) wdbc27) wdbc25) wdbc27)) (%
(log10 wdbc24) wdbc27)) (min wdbc25 wdbc18)) wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 (% (- (%
wdbc27 wdbc24) (+ (+ (max wdbc24 (% (- (% (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc27) (%
(max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc27)) wdbc27)) wdbc24) wdbc24)) wdbc27)) wdbc24)))
(% (- (% (+ (max wdbc24 (% (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc27)) (min (max wdbc24
wdbc27) wdbc18)) wdbc27) (+ (+ (min (max (% (- (min (% (% wdbc24 wdbc27)
(log10 wdbc24)) (* wdbc27 wdbc27)) (max (log10 wdbc24) (ln wdbc24))) wdbc27)
(max wdbc24 wdbc27)) wdbc18) (- (% (- (% (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc18) wdbc27)
wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc24) (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc24))) wdbc27) (+
(max wdbc24 wdbc24) (% wdbc24 wdbc27)))) (- (% (- (% (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27)
wdbc27) wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc24)))
wdbc27) (+ (+ (max (max wdbc24 wdbc27) wdbc27) (- (% (% wdbc12 wdbc27)
wdbc27) (+ (max wdbc24 (% (- (% (% wdbc12 wdbc27) wdbc27) (% (min wdbc12
wdbc24) wdbc27)) wdbc27)) wdbc24))) (% (+ (max wdbc24 wdbc27) (min wdbc25
wdbc18)) wdbc27))))) wdbc27)) wdbc27) (+ (max (max wdbc24 wdbc27) (% (+
(max wdbc24 (% wdbc24 wdbc27)) (min wdbc25 wdbc18)) wdbc27)) wdbc24))
Code 1: LISP S-Expression best testing FSALPS individual for Breastcancer dataset
with classification accuracy 100% and contains 6 unique features out of 33
(- (- (* wdbc4 (* wdbc4 (* (- (* wdbc4 (* wdbc4 (* wdbc4 wdbc22))) (* (* (max wdbc3
wdbc10) wdbc22) (- (- (- (* (* (* wdbc22 wdbc22) wdbc22) wdbc22) (max (max (%
(max (max wdbc22 wdbc22) (% wdbc5 wdbc10)) wdbc10) wdbc22) wdbc22)) (min
wdbc21 wdbc22)) (* (* (- (- (% (ln wdbc3) wdbc29) (max wdbc3 (ln wdbc8))) (ln (-
(% (ln wdbc22) wdbc29) (max wdbc3 (ln wdbc3))))) wdbc4) wdbc22)))) wdbc22)))
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(* (- (max (- (- (- (max (% wdbc22 wdbc9) (% (max wdbc3 wdbc10) (- wdbc17
(* (ln wdbc30) (- wdbc12 (* (% (ln wdbc3) wdbc29) wdbc9)))))) (+ (- (- (% (max
wdbc22 (% (max (max wdbc22 wdbc22) wdbc22) (* (max wdbc3 wdbc10) wdbc22)))
wdbc22) wdbc3) (- (- wdbc23 (* wdbc17 wdbc22)) (% (% wdbc5 wdbc10) (- (% (ln
wdbc3) wdbc29) (max wdbc3 (ln wdbc8)))))) (log10 (* (* (- (ln wdbc12) (ln wdbc3))
wdbc22) wdbc22)))) (max wdbc3 wdbc10)) (% (* (* (max wdbc3 wdbc10) wdbc22)
(- (max (max wdbc22 wdbc22) (% wdbc5 wdbc10)) (* (* (% (max wdbc22 (% (max
(max wdbc22 wdbc22) wdbc22) (* (max wdbc3 wdbc10) wdbc22))) wdbc22) wdbc4)
wdbc22))) (% (max wdbc3 wdbc10) (- wdbc17 (* (ln wdbc30) (- wdbc12 (* (+ wdbc29
wdbc30) wdbc9))))))) (- (max (% (max wdbc3 wdbc10) (% wdbc8 (% (* wdbc4 (%
(max wdbc22 (ln wdbc3)) wdbc22)) wdbc10))) (max (% wdbc27 wdbc9) (* (- (- (-
wdbc12 (* (ln wdbc24) (% (ln wdbc3) wdbc29))) (* wdbc28 (ln wdbc12))) (* wdbc28
(ln wdbc30))) wdbc25))) wdbc3)) wdbc22) (- (- (ln wdbc3) (* (* (% wdbc5 wdbc10)
wdbc22) wdbc22)) wdbc22))) (* (* (- (* (ln wdbc8) (ln wdbc2)) (* (* (- (- (- (* (* (*
wdbc22 wdbc22) wdbc22) wdbc22) (max wdbc3 wdbc10)) (min wdbc21 wdbc6)) (*
(- (% (max (max (- (ln wdbc12) (* -0.817987 (ln wdbc12))) wdbc22) wdbc22) wdbc9)
(% wdbc22 wdbc9)) wdbc22)) wdbc22) (- wdbc17 wdbc27))) wdbc22) wdbc3))
Code 2: LISP S-Expression best testing ALPS individual for Breastcancer dataset
with classification accuracy 100% and contains 21 unique features out of 33
(+ (* (max (min (min (min wdbc6 (ln (log10 wdbc13))) (* (max (- wdbc8 wdbc7)
wdbc8) (* wdbc15 (- (+ (- (max (log10 wdbc29) (* wdbc15 wdbc28)) (log10 wdbc6))
wdbc28) wdbc7)))) (* (* wdbc20 (* (log10 wdbc6) (- (% wdbc16 (* wdbc15 (- wdbc8
wdbc7))) (min (* wdbc6 (* wdbc6 wdbc5)) (log10 wdbc6))))) (min (- (% (+ wdbc7
wdbc28) wdbc5) (% (* (- wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7)) wdbc5) (+ wdbc28 wdbc20)))
(min wdbc7 (* wdbc6 (* (log10 (+ wdbc7 (- (% wdbc16 (* wdbc6 wdbc5)) (min
(+ (% wdbc16 wdbc8) wdbc20) (log10 wdbc29))))) (* wdbc15 (min (- (min (- (max
(log10 wdbc6) (log10 wdbc6)) (min (* wdbc6 wdbc5) (* wdbc6 wdbc5))) (min (-
(+ wdbc28 wdbc20) (+ wdbc6 wdbc20)) (log10 wdbc29))) (- wdbc8 (log10 wdbc7)))
wdbc11)))))))) (max (min (max (% wdbc16 (log10 wdbc13)) (* wdbc15 wdbc28))
wdbc6) (- wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7)))) (min (min (- (+ (* (- (min (- (% wdbc16
wdbc5) (min (log10 (+ wdbc7 wdbc5)) (* wdbc6 wdbc5))) (+ wdbc28 wdbc20))
wdbc15) (min (* (log10 (* wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7))) (min (* wdbc6 wdbc5) wdbc5))
(* wdbc11 (min (% (- (+ wdbc28 wdbc20) (log10 wdbc6)) wdbc20) (* (max (log10
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wdbc29) (* wdbc15 wdbc28)) (* wdbc6 wdbc5)))))) (% (* (* wdbc11 (min (% (-
wdbc8 (- wdbc8 wdbc7)) wdbc20) (* (* wdbc15 wdbc28) (+ wdbc28 wdbc20))))
wdbc5) (+ wdbc28 wdbc20))) wdbc7) (min (min (% wdbc16 (% wdbc16 (+ wdbc7
wdbc5))) wdbc8) (* (max (* (log10 (* wdbc15 wdbc17)) (log10 wdbc11)) (* wdbc15
(- wdbc8 wdbc7))) (min (- (min (- (- (% (+ wdbc7 wdbc28) wdbc5) (ln (+ wdbc7
wdbc5))) (* wdbc6 wdbc5)) 0.5849673) wdbc15) (* (* wdbc15 wdbc28) (% wdbc16
(log10 wdbc13))))))) (min (* (max (* (* (log10 (- (- wdbc8 wdbc7) wdbc7)) (- (%
wdbc16 (* wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7))) (min (+ wdbc28 wdbc20) (log10 wdbc6))))
(min (- (+ wdbc28 wdbc20) wdbc15) (* wdbc11 (min (max (* wdbc8 (log10 wdbc11))
(- (min (log10 (+ (- wdbc8 wdbc7) (log10 wdbc6))) (* (- wdbc8 (log10 wdbc6))
(log10 wdbc11))) (min (log10 (+ wdbc7 wdbc5)) wdbc16))) (* (* (max (log10 wdbc6)
(log10 wdbc6)) (- (ln (* wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7))) (ln (- wdbc8 wdbc7)))) (min (*
wdbc6 wdbc5) (* (* wdbc15 wdbc28) (+ wdbc28 wdbc20)))))))) (ln wdbc5)) (min (%
wdbc16 (log10 wdbc13)) (log10 (- (- wdbc8 wdbc7) wdbc7)))) (* (max (* (* (log10
wdbc6) (- (% wdbc16 (* wdbc15 (- wdbc8 wdbc7))) (min (* wdbc6 (* wdbc15 (-
wdbc8 wdbc7))) (log10 wdbc6)))) (min (* (log10 (log10 wdbc6)) (log10 (+ wdbc28
wdbc20))) (* wdbc11 (min (% (min (* wdbc15 (- (log10 wdbc13) wdbc7)) wdbc15)
wdbc20) (* (max (% wdbc16 (log10 wdbc13)) (* wdbc15 wdbc28)) (min (- wdbc8 (*
wdbc6 wdbc5)) (- wdbc8 (log10 wdbc6)))))))) (* (log10 (+ wdbc7 (- (% wdbc16 (*
wdbc6 wdbc5)) (min (+ (% wdbc16 wdbc8) wdbc20) (log10 wdbc29))))) (* wdbc15
(min (- (min (- (+ (- wdbc8 wdbc7) (log10 wdbc6)) (min (* wdbc6 wdbc5) (* wdbc6
wdbc5))) (min (- (min (* wdbc6 (* wdbc6 wdbc5)) (* wdbc6 wdbc5)) (+ wdbc6
wdbc20)) wdbc15)) (- wdbc8 (log10 wdbc7))) (log10 (* wdbc15 wdbc28)))))) (min (%
wdbc16 (log10 (min (% wdbc16 (log10 wdbc13)) (log10 (- (- wdbc8 wdbc7) wdbc7)))))
(log10 (- (- wdbc8 wdbc7) wdbc7))))))) (- (+ (% (* (- wdbc8 (log10 wdbc6)) wdbc5)
(+ wdbc28 wdbc20)) (log10 wdbc6)) wdbc5))
Code 3: LISP S-Expression best testing canonical GP individual for Breastcancer
dataset with classification accuracy 100% and contains 13 unique features out of 33
(max (log10 (* (max (max ion21 (min ion28 ion7)) (+ (+ (max (ln ion7) (max
(ln ion7) ion6)) (max (- ion7 ion15) ion6)) (% (max (+ ion7 (min ion28 ion21)) (ln
ion17)) ion28))) (% (* (+ ion7 ion32) (% (log10 (% (log10 (* ion28 (+ ion1 (* (ln
(- ion6 ion6)) ion6)))) (max (min ion1 ion1) (+ ion4 ion7)))) (ln (max (+ ion7 (ln
ion6)) (+ (+ (max (ln ion7) ion6) (ln ion6)) (ln ion15)))))) (ln (max (max (ln (max
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(min ion28 ion21) (+ (max (+ ion7 (min ion28 ion21)) (ln ion17)) (ln ion15)))) (ln
ion15)) (max (ln (max (+ ion7 (ln ion1)) (+ ion4 (max ion7 (ln ion17))))) (ln (max
(- ion7 ion15) (+ ion7 (- (max (min ion1 ion1) (+ ion4 ion7)) ion6)))))))))) (+ ion7
(+ ion22 (min (- (% (* (+ ion7 ion32) (% (ln ion15) (ln (max (max ion21 (min ion28
ion7)) (min ion28 ion7))))) (log10 (% (max (% (log10 (% (% (- (+ ion6 ion7) ion7)
(% ion1 ion28)) ion4)) (% ion1 ion28)) (max (log10 (* ion28 (+ ion1 (* (ln (- ion6
ion6)) ion6)))) ion6)) (ln ion28)))) (max (max (log10 (log10 (min ion28 ion7))) (log10
ion15)) (ln ion6))) (min ion6 ion28)))))
Code 4: LISP S-Expression best testing FSALPS individual for Ionosphere dataset
with classification accuracy 100% and contains 11 unique features out of 35
(- ion2 (ln (% (% (% (% (* (% ion29 (ln (% (min (ln ion19) (* (% (% ion18 (log10
ion33)) ion19) ion19)) (min (- ion32 ion2) (% (* (% (% ion4 ion3) ion3) ion19) (%
(% ion18 (- ion32 ion2)) ion19)))))) ion19) (ln (% (% (% (* (% (% (% (* ion1 ion19)
(log10 ion33)) ion6) (max ion21 ion29)) ion19) (ln ion19)) ion29) (max (% (% (*
ion1 ion19) ion16) (% (min (ln ion19) (* (% (ln ion19) (* ion1 ion19)) ion19)) (min
(- ion32 ion2) (% (% (log10 ion33) (* ion1 ion19)) (log10 ion33))))) ion4)))) ion24)
(ln (% (% (% (% (% (min (min (- ion29 ion2) (% (ln ion19) (* ion1 ion19))) (*
ion19 ion23)) ion9) ion19) (ln (% (min (- (- (% ion19 (% (ln ion19) (* ion1 ion19)))
ion2) ion2) (* (% (- ion32 ion2) ion19) ion19)) (min (min (% (% (% (- ion32 ion2)
ion3) ion3) ion3) ion9) ion7)))) ion18) (ln (% (min (- (- ion19 ion2) ion2) (% (% (*
(% ion19 (% (* ion1 ion19) (log10 ion33))) ion19) ion32) ion29)) (min (- ion1 ion2)
(% (% (* ion1 ion19) (log10 ion33)) (min ion2 (log10 ion33))))))))) (% ion20 ion10))))
Code 5: LISP S-Expression best testing ALPS individual for Ionosphere dataset
with classification accuracy 100% and contains 19 unique features out of 35
(* (* (+ enfb53 enfb47) (ln enfb1)) (% (ln enfb53) (max (% (* (max (max (% (* (+
(min enfb53 (* enfb41 enfb51)) enfb47) (ln enfb1)) (+ enfb38 (+ enfb53 (min enfb33
enfb36)))) (min (+ (max (* enfb36 (max enfb58 (% enfb19 enfb11))) (ln enfb18)) (*
(* (+ enfb53 enfb47) (ln enfb12)) (max (+ enfb53 enfb47) (max (* enfb41 enfb51) (+
(max (+ (% enfb12 enfb18) (+ enfb38 enfb11)) enfb47) (max (% enfb34 (+ enfb53
enfb57)) enfb22)))))) (max (max (- enfb58 (* (+ (min enfb19 enfb17) (max enfb58
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enfb16)) enfb53)) (max (- enfb11 enfb57) (* enfb41 enfb51))) (* enfb41 enfb51))))
(min (min enfb47 enfb11) (+ (- enfb56 enfb11) (max (max (- enfb58 (* enfb36 (% (*
enfb1 enfb34) enfb53))) (max (max (- enfb1 enfb41) (+ (- enfb56 enfb41) (max enfb58
enfb16))) (+ (- enfb56 enfb34) enfb1))) (* enfb41 enfb51))))) (- enfb56 enfb11)) (+
(max (% (* (+ enfb38 (+ enfb53 (max (- enfb23 enfb46) (ln (- (- enfb56 enfb11)
enfb41))))) (ln enfb58)) enfb35) (min (+ (* (+ enfb53 enfb47) (ln enfb1)) (* (* (+
enfb53 enfb47) (ln enfb1)) (% (ln enfb58) (max (max (% (* enfb23 (- enfb56 enfb11))
enfb1) (min (+ (ln enfb47) (+ enfb10 enfb17)) (+ (+ (ln enfb47) (+ enfb10 enfb17))
(% enfb34 enfb47)))) (min (% (* enfb1 enfb34) enfb53) (+ (ln enfb47) (+ enfb38
enfb11))))))) (% (- (max (max (min enfb19 enfb17) (min enfb33 enfb36)) (max (-
(% (* enfb23 (- enfb56 enfb11)) enfb1) enfb41) (min enfb33 enfb36))) (+ (min (*
(+ (% enfb12 enfb18) (+ enfb38 enfb11)) (min (max (+ enfb10 enfb17) (ln enfb53))
enfb17)) (max (max (min enfb19 enfb17) enfb53) (max (max (* enfb34 (- enfb16
enfb34)) (min enfb33 enfb36)) enfb3))) enfb53)) (min enfb56 (* enfb41 enfb51)))))
(max (+ (ln (* enfb1 enfb11)) (max (ln (% (* enfb1 enfb34) enfb53)) (+ (% enfb12
enfb18) (max enfb58 enfb16)))) (max (max (% enfb34 enfb47) enfb22) enfb22))))
(min (min (* enfb4 (+ enfb53 enfb47)) (min (* (+ (* (+ (% enfb12 enfb18) (- enfb1
enfb48)) (% (+ (min (* enfb4 enfb22) (max (ln enfb33) (max (max (min enfb19
enfb17) enfb22) enfb22))) (+ enfb53 enfb57)) (max (min (ln enfb47) enfb53) (max
(max (* enfb12 enfb52) (- enfb1 enfb48)) (+ (- enfb56 (% enfb34 enfb47)) (+ enfb38
enfb19)))))) (- enfb56 enfb41)) (% (+ (min (* enfb4 (ln (max (% enfb34 enfb47) (%
enfb12 enfb18)))) enfb16) (+ enfb53 enfb57)) (* enfb41 enfb51))) (max (min enfb12
(* (+ enfb53 enfb57) (% (max (min enfb19 enfb17) (min enfb33 enfb36)) (max enfb34
(max (ln (% enfb34 enfb47)) enfb36))))) enfb58))) (+ (- enfb56 enfb11) (max enfb58
enfb16))))))
Code 6: LISP S-Expression best testing FSALPS individual for Sonar dataset with
classification accuracy 100% and contains 27 unique features out of 61
(+ (- (% (% (- enfb44 (* (min (max (- (% (% (- enfb48 enfb58) (% enfb45 enfb39))
(max enfb50 (% (% (- enfb44 (* (min enfb27 enfb4) enfb37)) (% enfb23 enfb46))
(% enfb45 enfb39)))) (+ (- (% enfb3 enfb45) (% (ln enfb28) (* (max enfb53 enfb38)
enfb50))) (- (min enfb24 enfb12) (- (% (+ enfb51 enfb4) (min (+ enfb7 enfb48)
(max enfb60 enfb35))) (* (% enfb45 enfb39) (% enfb52 enfb59)))))) enfb45) enfb4)
(max enfb53 (- enfb44 enfb58)))) (% enfb45 enfb39)) (* (min enfb27 enfb4) (max
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enfb53 (min (* enfb21 enfb44) (max enfb53 (min (% (- enfb44 (* (max (max enfb50
enfb60) enfb60) (max (* (* (ln enfb27) enfb45) enfb26) enfb9))) (* enfb48 enfb9))
(- (% (% (- enfb44 (* (max (* (* enfb2 enfb11) enfb30) enfb60) (max enfb53 (min
enfb43 (min enfb12 enfb4))))) (% enfb45 enfb39)) (max enfb50 enfb60)) (% enfb22 (-
enfb44 enfb58))))))))) (+ (min (% (% enfb52 enfb59) (* (- (% (% (- enfb44 (* (min
enfb27 enfb4) enfb37)) (% enfb45 enfb39)) (max enfb50 enfb60)) (% enfb22 (- enfb44
enfb58))) (min (+ enfb51 enfb4) enfb49))) (- (- (% enfb45 enfb39) (+ (- enfb44 (*
(min (* (min (% (- enfb30 enfb45) (* (* enfb2 enfb11) enfb30)) enfb45) (% (- enfb30
enfb45) (* (ln enfb27) enfb30))) (* (% (- enfb27 enfb20) enfb44) enfb9)) (+ enfb20
enfb8))) (% enfb27 (* enfb42 enfb11)))) enfb49)) (* (* enfb48 enfb9) (% (+ (- (% (%
enfb52 enfb59) (* (min enfb27 enfb4) (max enfb53 (min (* (% enfb35 (* (max enfb50
(min enfb1 enfb28)) enfb50)) (ln (ln enfb44))) enfb45)))) (min enfb54 (ln enfb7))) (+
(- (min (max enfb53 enfb43) (% enfb22 (* (% enfb56 enfb28) (% (- (% (% (- enfb44
enfb58) (% enfb45 enfb39)) (max enfb50 enfb60)) (% enfb22 enfb12)) enfb28)))) (+
(% enfb52 enfb59) (min (ln enfb44) (- (% (- (% (% (- enfb44 enfb58) (% enfb45
enfb39)) (max enfb50 (min enfb1 enfb28))) (% enfb22 enfb12)) (max (* (* enfb43
enfb7) enfb26) (+ (ln enfb56) (ln (* enfb43 enfb7))))) (+ enfb51 enfb4))))) (* (% (*
(+ enfb45 enfb18) (ln (% enfb45 enfb39))) (* (* enfb48 enfb9) (ln enfb7))) (% (%
enfb22 (% enfb45 enfb39)) enfb12)))) enfb35)))) (+ (- (% (% (+ enfb45 enfb18) (%
enfb45 enfb39)) (min enfb5 enfb4)) (min (% (+ (min (% (% enfb30 enfb59) (+ (%
(max (% (- enfb27 enfb20) enfb44) enfb32) (% (- enfb44 enfb58) (* (max enfb16 (min
enfb24 enfb12)) enfb10))) enfb15)) enfb45) enfb18) (* (ln enfb7) (* enfb46 enfb22)))
(% (+ (- (% (% enfb52 enfb59) (* (min enfb27 enfb4) (max enfb53 (min (* enfb21
enfb44) enfb45)))) (max (max (% (% enfb45 (% enfb45 (% enfb45 enfb39))) (min
enfb5 (+ enfb51 enfb4))) enfb31) enfb31)) (+ (- (min enfb54 (% enfb22 (* (- enfb48
enfb58) (% (max (% (- enfb27 enfb20) enfb44) (* (- enfb15 enfb12) (max enfb53
enfb43))) (% (- enfb44 (- (% enfb56 enfb28) enfb48)) (% enfb22 enfb12)))))) (+ (%
enfb35 (* (max enfb53 enfb38) enfb50)) (min enfb44 (* (% (* (+ enfb45 enfb18) (ln
(% enfb45 enfb39))) (* (* enfb48 enfb9) (ln enfb7))) (% (% enfb22 (% enfb45 enfb39))
enfb12))))) (* (% (* (+ enfb45 enfb18) (ln (% enfb45 enfb39))) (* (* enfb48 enfb9) (ln
enfb5))) (% (% (+ enfb45 enfb18) (% enfb45 enfb39)) enfb12)))) enfb35))) (* (% (*
(+ (min (% (% enfb30 (% (- enfb44 (- (% enfb56 enfb28) enfb48)) (% enfb22 enfb12)))
(+ (% (max (% (- enfb27 enfb20) enfb44) (* (- enfb15 enfb12) (max enfb53 enfb43)))
(% (- enfb44 enfb58) (% enfb45 enfb39))) enfb15)) enfb45) enfb18) (ln enfb28)) (*
(max enfb50 enfb60) (ln enfb50))) (% (% enfb52 enfb59) enfb12))))
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Code 7: LISP S-Expression best testing ALPS individual for Sonar dataset with
classification accuracy 100% and contains 45 unique features out of 61
Appendix B
Hyperspectral
B.1 Performance Analysis
In this section, we will do further analysis of performance plots for the Indian Pines
hyperspectral dataset.
B.1.1 Classification Accuracy
All the algorithms did not record high classification accuracy for the soybean–mintil
class. The binary classification task for soybean–mintil involves 18.30% of TP and
81.70% of TN. GP could detect all negative cases without detecting crop features and
still score high classification accuracy. We see this happening with canonical GP that
scores 90.45% of TNs but only 26.69% of TPs. ALPS and FSALPS produced much
more generalized solutions with above average scores for both TP and TN. The poor
performance is likely due to the uneven number of positive and negative examples
used for training.
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(a) Canonical (b) ALPS
(c) FSALPS
Figure B.1: Performance plot for Soybean–mintil with (a) TP detection : 26.69% ,
TN detection : 90.45% overall performance : 78.78% (b) TP detection : 52.47% ,
TN detection : 82.94% overall performance : 77.36% (c) TP detection : 52.70% , TN
detection : 79.14% overall performance : 74.30%
B.1.2 Memory Usage and Bloat Control
A logarithmic plot of tree size reveals a sharp rise in memory usage by canonical GP.
Canonical GP is often susceptible to bloat and large tree sizes. Although no explicit
bloat control mechanism was implemented, ALPS and FSALPS succeeded in evolving
simple but effective trees. Tree size is directly proportional to evaluation time hence
ALPS and FSALPS are more resource efficient.
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(a) Corn–notill
(b) Soybean–mintil
Figure B.2: Space analysis using logarithmic plot for generational growth in tree size
B.2 Feature Analysis
In the plots shown in Figure B.3 –B.8, a color band represents how a unique feature
evolves through the population. Canonical GP (see Figure B.3 and B.6) heavily re-
lies on the features selected at initialization for the construction of new individuals.
However, new features might be introduced when performing a mutation operation.
Mutation involves random construction of a sub–tree that is rooted on a randomly
selected node on a GP individual. In order to avoid “random walk”a very low mu-
tation probability was used, which reduces the chance of new features introduced
into the population after initialization. Although canonical GP offers a stable feature
selection, the tendency of restricting search to a localized area in the search space
is very high which could leave a great part of the search space unexplored. We also
discovered that feature subset of the best training individual is usually a subset of
the features selected during initialization.
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The ALPS algorithm attempts to overcome this inherent problem in canonical
GP by regularly introducing new individuals into the bottom layer. An individual is
always initialized by randomly selecting terminal symbols (features) from the original
feature subset. This unique strategy means there is a high probability to introduce
new feature into the ALPS population. Inter layer breeding allows these new features
to move up the layers. Evolution pressure favors individuals with relevant features
— leading to feature selection (see how a very random Layer 0 gradually filters to
relevant features in higher layers of Figure B.4 and B.7). On the other hand, ALPS
ability to explore a larger part of the fitness landscape reduces its ability to perform
feature selection. Higher layers are more stable than lower layers since they are less
disruptive. The regular introduction of new features means the average individual
usually has more features than canonical GP, which led to the introduction of the
FSALPS strategy.
FSALPS (see Figure B.5 and B.8) performs a directed feature selection by using
evolved probability values for each feature to determine selection of features during
initialization of each FSALPS bottom layer. These probability values are translated
from feature frequency counts obtained by enumerating features in the population.
We do not completely eliminate each feature, but rather, evolution favors highly
relevant features while reducing (but not eliminating) less relevant features. Layer0
of Figure B.5 and B.8 gradually transitions from equal probability of selection for all
features to evolved probability values. No feature is completely eliminated to avoid
chances of restricting search in the solution space and landing on a mediocre solution.
The probability values are also used during the construction of sub–trees for mutation
operations. The directed feature selection process in FSALPS is visible in “Layer0”of
Figure B.5 and B.8. In FSALPS, higher layers are more stable than lower layers since
they are less disruptive. This stabilization is highly expressed in FSALPS than the
ALPS and canonical GP.
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(a) Overall best (b) Minimum features
Figure B.3: Corn–notil: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical run
with (a) overall best individual had 39 features and 92.51% classification accuracy
(b) minimum features had best individual with 18 features and 91.96% classification
accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure B.4: Corn–notil: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
ALPS–run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 48 features and 93.69% clas-
sification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 31 features
and 87.78% classification accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure B.5: Corn–notil: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
FSALPS–run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 35 features and 92.16%
classification accuracy. (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 7 features
and 80.48% classification accuracy.
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(a) Overall best (b) Minimum features
Figure B.6: Corn–notil: Percentage contribution of each feature in canonical run
with (a) overall best individual had 21 features and 78.78% classification accuracy
(b) minimum features had best individual with 17 features and 64.91% classification
accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure B.7: Soybean–mintil: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in
the ALPS–run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 56 features and 77.36%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 29 features
and 61.08% classification accuracy.
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(a) Layer 0 (b) Layer 1
(c) Layer 2 (d) Layer 3
(e) Layer 4 (f) Layer 4
Figure B.8: Soybean–mintil: Percentage contribution of each feature per layer in the
FSALPS–run with (a–e) Layer 4 of best individual having 20 features and 74.30%
classification accuracy (f) Layer 4 of individual with minimum features had 7 features
and 67.78% classification accuracy.
Figure B.9 shows a plot of feature frequency in all 20 runs. The feature counts
are made from the best training individual used in testing. We used this to test
consistency in features selected by any of the algorithms for all 20 runs. FSALPS
has a higher consistency followed by canonical GP and then ALPS. The plots show
higher number of features in ALPS. It also reveals a very random process in ALPS
and canonical GP for each run especially canonical GP. Canonical GP was found to
have fewer features than ALPS however each separate run begins from a new fitness
basin with new features. Thus we see completely new features (in Figure canonical)
introduced for each run. This also proves a local search happening in canonical GP.
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(a) Canonical
(b) ALPS
(c) FSALPS
Figure B.9: Number of times features were used in all 20 runs for Corn–notill in the
Indian Pines hyperspectral dataset
B.3 Solution Trees
(min (max (+ b61 -0.39976105) (+ (+ (* b195 b141) (- b118 b90)) (+ (* (% b40
b117) b68) (- (* (% (- (% (+ (- (% (% b40 b117) b40) (+ (* b91 (* b195 b141))
(+ (% b46 b159) (max b199 b152)))) (+ (max b199 b152) (* (% (% b23 b47) (%
b23 b47)) (- b118 b90)))) (% b23 b47)) -0.39976105) (% (+ (+ (- b29 b70) (* (min
b124 (% (% b91 b43) (% b23 b47))) (% b91 b43))) (+ (- b161 b135) (* (min b124
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(- b118 b90)) (+ b81 -0.39976105)))) (% b91 b43))) b40) (+ (- (% (% b40 b117) (*
b195 b141)) (* (% (* (% (% (% b46 b159) (* b195 b141)) b104) (% b46 (* (% b40
b47) b68))) (* b162 b194)) (+ (- b118 b90) -0.39976105))) -0.39976105))))) (min (+
(- (- (* b195 b141) (% (min (* b124 b141) (% (* (% (* (% (% (% b40 b117) (* b195
b141)) b104) (% b90 b110)) (* b195 b141)) (+ (- b118 b90) -0.39976105)) (+ (min b1
b151) b141))) (% b23 b47))) (- b29 b70)) (min (min (% (+ (- (- (* b195 b141) (+ (%
(* b195 b141) (% b23 b47)) (+ (% b46 b159) (+ (% b46 b159) (max b199 b152)))))
(* (% b23 (- (% (* b195 b141) b40) (+ (max (min b1 b151) (min b1 b151)) (% b91
b43)))) b68)) (% (% (% b46 b159) (- b118 b90)) b104)) (* b195 b141)) (min (% (max
b47 (* b115 b194)) (* b195 b141)) (* (% (% b91 b43) (% (+ (- (% (% b40 b117) (*
b195 b141)) (% b40 b47)) (+ (* b195 b141) b141)) (% b23 b47))) (% b46 b159)))) (*
(% (% b91 b43) (% (* (% (% b91 b43) (% (+ (- (% (% b40 b117) (* b195 b141)) (+
(max (+ b74 -0.39976105) (* b162 b194)) (+ (min b1 b151) b141))) (+ (- b161 b135)
(* (min b124 (* (% b40 b117) b68)) b195))) (% b23 b47))) (% b46 b159)) b47)) (+ (-
(- b118 b90) (+ (- (- b118 b90) (- (* b195 b141) b44)) -0.39976105)) -0.39976105))))
(min (min (* (% (- (min b124 (% (* (% (- (% (% b40 b117) (* b195 b141)) (+ (max
(+ b74 -0.39976105) (* b162 b194)) (+ (% (% b91 b43) (* b195 b141)) b141))) (*
b162 b194)) (+ (% (* b195 b141) (+ (- b118 b90) b154)) (min b124 b46))) b74)) b90)
b10) (min (% (% b40 b117) (* (% -0.39976105 (- b118 b90)) (+ -0.39976105 (min
b124 (* b195 b141))))) b47)) (min (+ (- (% (* b195 (* b115 b194)) b92) -0.39976105)
(* (+ (min b1 b151) b141) b185)) (+ (- (* b195 b141) b44) (min (* (* (* (* (% (%
(% b40 (% b91 b43)) (* b195 b141)) b104) (% b90 b110)) b194) (% b91 (+ (- (%
(% b40 b117) b40) (min b1 b151)) (+ (- (* (% (% b46 b159) (- b118 b90)) b141) (%
(% b91 b43) (- b161 b135))) (% b90 b110))))) b116) (min (% (% b40 b117) (* b195
b141)) b141))))) (- (% (+ (max b199 b152) (+ (+ (* b195 b141) (* (+ (min b1 b151)
b141) (% (+ (- (% (* b195 b141) (* b195 b141)) (+ (max (+ b74 -0.39976105) (*
b162 b194)) (- b118 b90))) (% (+ b43 (% (- b118 b90) b43)) (% b46 (* (% b40 b47)
b68)))) (min (- (* b195 b141) (* (% b40 b47) b68)) b47)))) (- (% (min (min (* b124
b141) (% b23 b149)) b47) b47) (+ (max (+ b74 -0.39976105) (* (min b124 (% (% b91
(* b162 b194)) (% b23 b47))) (% b91 b43))) (+ (min b1 b151) b141))))) (min (* (*
(- (% (+ (- (% (% b40 b117) b40) (+ (* (% (% b91 b43) (% b23 b90)) (* b195 b141))
(+ (% b46 b159) (max b199 b152)))) b104) (% b23 b47)) -0.39976105) (- (% (% (min
b1 b151) b43) (% b23 b149)) b90)) (+ (- b118 b90) -0.39976105)) b49)) (max (+ (+
(* (* b124 b141) (% b194 (% (% (+ (min b1 b151) b141) (- b118 b90)) b104))) (* (-
b118 b90) (% (% b40 b117) (% b91 b43)))) (+ (* (* b195 b141) (- b118 b90)) (* (%
(% (% b46 b159) (* b195 b141)) b104) (min (% b46 b159) b47)))) (* (* (% (% b91
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b151) (% b90 (% b23 (- (* b195 b141) (% b91 b43))))) (% b46 b159)) b194))))))
Code 1:LISP S-Expression best testing canonical individual for Corn–notill dataset
with classification accuracy 92.52% and 39 unique features out of 201 features
(min (% (- b2 b91) (min (% (- b164 (+ (% b97 b157) (* (+ b3 (- b10 (% b145
b20))) (min (* b61 b141) (min (* b78 (- (- b99 b93) (min (* b61 b141) b164))) (%
b97 b157)))))) (+ (- (+ (% b145 b20) (- (- b30 b46) (+ (+ b3 (- (* b61 b141) (%
b145 b20))) (+ b65 b22)))) (- (+ (% (min (min (+ b96 (- (* b61 b141) (* (+ (- b55
b199) (+ b105 b9)) (* (max b75 b98) (- b98 b55))))) (% (+ b187 (- b2 b91)) (* b61
b141))) b21) b20) (- (- b2 b91) (+ (% b145 b10) (% (+ b147 b82) (+ b166 b192)))))
(- b164 (+ (* b61 b141) b141)))) (+ b169 (min b88 (+ b42 (- (- (* b61 b141) (% b145
b20)) (% b97 b157))))))) (* (- b30 b46) (* b78 (+ (% b150 b198) (- b130 b141))))))
(min (min (% (+ (+ (% (+ (* (+ b187 b169) (+ (- b124 b27) (* (+ b3 (% b145 b20))
(% b106 (% b106 b13))))) b124) (min (* (- b124 b27) b66) (- (+ b187 b169) (% b145
b20)))) b10) (% (min (min (* b61 b141) (min (min b84 (min (- b2 b91) (- (- (- b2
b91) (- b27 b52)) b96))) (% b150 b198))) (+ b65 b22)) b157)) (min (min (- (- b30
b46) (- (- b99 b93) (% b82 b154))) (min (+ (+ b76 b177) (- (* b61 b141) (% b145
b20))) (% (+ b187 (- b2 b91)) (+ (min (- b23 b46) (- b2 (% b68 b198))) (% (* (* (%
b106 (% b106 b13)) b66) (% b145 b20)) (+ b166 (min (+ b147 b82) b46))))))) b21))
(min (% (min (min (* b61 b141) (min (min b84 (min (- b2 b91) (- (- (- b2 b91) (-
b27 b52)) b96))) (- (- b164 b27) b96))) (+ b187 b169)) b157) (+ (- (+ (% b145 b20)
(- (- b30 b46) (+ (% b145 b20) (- (- b124 b27) b96)))) (- b164 (+ (* b61 b141) (*
(+ b3 (- (* b61 b141) (% b145 b20))) (min (min (- b2 b91) (- (- b124 b27) b96)) (+
b187 b169)))))) (max b124 b116)))) b61))
Code 2: LISP S-Expression best testing ALPS individual for Corn–notill dataset
with classification accuracy 93.69% and 48 unique features out of 201 features
(- (min (min (max (- (- (+ b66 b16) (% b50 b149)) (+ (- (% b21 b169) (% b11
b59)) (- b72 b160))) (- (* (min (max b34 (+ (* (% (+ (* (+ b11 (+ b149 b34)) (- (-
b141 b49) (max b189 b93))) b90) (- b68 b89)) (- (max b68 b189) (* b11 b60))) b90))
(min b11 (min b40 (- (max b34 b189) (* b59 b60))))) (- (* (min (max (- b141 b49)
(+ (* (+ b11 (+ b149 b34)) (* b34 (- (- b141 b49) (max b189 b93)))) b90)) (+ b11
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(+ b149 b34))) (min (min (- (max b34 b189) (* b59 b60)) (- b176 b60)) b149)) b11))
b11)) (min b6 b13)) (max (% (+ (- (min (min b21 (max b13 (* (- (min b23 b6) (%
b90 b89)) (* (- b176 b60) b60)))) (max (% (+ (* (+ b11 (+ b149 b34)) (- (- b141
b49) (max b189 b93))) b90) (- b68 b89)) (min (+ (* (- b176 b60) (- (- b141 b49) (max
b189 b93))) b90) (min (min b40 b62) (- (+ b68 b90) (% (min (max b107 (min b23
b62)) b72) (max (- b176 b60) (- (- b141 b49) (max b189 b93))))))))) (+ (* (+ (* (-
b176 b60) b104) (min b91 b62)) (min (max (+ (* (* b59 b60) (min (min (- (max b34
b189) (* b59 b60)) (- b176 b60)) b149)) (% (min b141 (min (min b75 b151) b62)) (%
(* b59 b60) (- b141 b49)))) (+ (* (+ b11 (+ b149 b34)) (- b141 (max b189 b93)))
b90)) b189)) (% b62 (% b62 (max (- b176 b60) (min b40 (min b6 (% b73 b137))))))))
b90) (- b68 b89)) (% b50 (- b68 (+ b59 (% b11 b6)))))) (+ (* b34 (- (- b141 b49)
(max b189 b93))) (% (min (min (min b23 b62) (min b21 b23)) (% b23 b34)) (% (min
(min (% (min (min b75 b151) b62) (- b141 b49)) b62) (+ (% (min (max (% b35 (-
(max (% b21 b169) (* (+ b149 b34) (min (+ b66 b16) (% b73 (- b141 b49))))) b89))
(min (% b49 b141) (- b176 b60))) (+ (% b73 b137) b34)) (max (+ b35 b62) b176))
(% (min b177 b46) (% (- b68 b89) (min (+ (* (+ b11 (+ b149 b34)) (- (- b141 b49)
(max b34 b189))) b90) (max (% (- b75 b149) (- (min (max (- b176 b60) (* b59 b60))
b149) (% (min b141 (min (* b59 b60) b62)) (% (* b59 b60) (- b141 b49))))) (- b21
b160))))))) (min (% (min (min b11 (min (- b68 (- b89 b34)) (max (% (+ (* (+ b11
(+ b149 b34)) (- (- b141 b49) (max b189 b93))) b90) b62) (- b68 b89)))) b40) b62)
(+ b35 b62))))))
Code 3: LISP S-Expression best testing FSALPS individual for Corn–notill dataset
with classification accuracy 92.16% and 35 unique features out of 201 features
